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4 HEALTH

ANATOMY & 
MASSAGE

DETAILED & ILLUSTRATED TECHNIQUES, INCLUDING NEW INSIGHTS 
INTO MASSAGING MYOFASCIAL TISSUE

JULY 2018

Massage techniques can be used not only for relaxation, but also 

in sports—where the right massage technique can be applied for 

regeneration, rehabilitation, and injury prevention� Sports massage 

is a manual therapy method that is integrated into the training 

programs of professional athletes to strengthen and improve their 

health� The main objectives are as follows:

• To optimize muscle performance

• To reduce congestion in blood circulation

• To reduce regeneration times

• To prevent injuries to the tissues and joints

Anatomy & Massage is a practical guide for anyone interested in 

learning more about this massage discipline� This book presents the 

new standard, which can be used by athletes, trainers, massage 

therapists, physiotherapists, and fitness trainers� It includes an 

approach to massaging deep-level tissues and their interpretation 

from the myofascial chain point of view� The unique mixture of 

photos and anatomical drawings makes it easy to understand every 

technique and put them into practice� The book is supplemented 

with 21 tutorial videos that can be downloaded using the 

Augmented Reality app�

160 p�, in color 

150 photos + illus� 

Paperback, 8�3” x 10�8” 

ISBN: 9781782551386

$ 26�95 US/ 
£ 19�95 UK/F 26�95 EUR

Josep Mármol is an osteopath with over 25 years of experience in the 

treatment of athletes� He is an active member of a multidisciplinary health team 

whose involvement with swimmers at the 1992 Barcelona Olympic Games created new 

perspectives on how to apply fascial massage therapy�

Artur Jacomet qualified as a physiotherapist in 1991, subsequently 

completing a postgraduate course in osteopathy� He has taught for many years at La 

Escuela Universitaria de Fisioterapia de Salt in Girona, Spain, where he also has 

lectured in specialized courses at graduate level� Artur currently combines his clinical 

practice with university teaching�
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LOOK YOUR BEST ON THE BIG DAY IN JUST 10 WEEKS

FITNESS & STRENGTH TRAINING

Making that last-minute effort to have a flat belly and firm arms 

for a strapless wedding dress? Every woman dreams of looking 

perfect on one of the most important days of her life� After all, 

she doesn’t want to be upset about little problem areas when 

looking at her wedding photos� 

So listen up, Brides, because there is good news! Michael 

Limmer, personal trainer to female celebrities, has developed 

the Perfect Wedding Workout� This at-home fitness program is 

designed specifically for the needs of the bride-to-be and can 

easily be integrated into any stressful part of wedding planning� 

The different performance levels allow every bride to work out 

at her own pace, and after only 10 weeks, she will be looking at 

her dream body in the mirror� Dr� Gabriele Anderl, nutritionist, 

shares the secrets of a target-oriented diet, and Anna Scharl, 

makeup artist, introduces professional beauty tips for a perfect 

wedding day look� In The Perfect Wedding Workout, the bride 

will have all the tools she needs to look and feel beautiful on 

her Big Day�

216 p�, in color 

215 photos + illus� 

Paperback, 6 1/2” x 9 1/4” 

ISBN: 9781782551461

$ 16�95 US/ 
£ 12�95 UK/F 16�95 EUR

Michael Limmer has been working internationally 

as an independent personal trainer since 2011� In doing so 

he often worked with women just before their Big Day and 

guided them to their dream figure with a special fitness 

program� Michael shares his tips and tricks in his first 

book, The Perfect Wedding Workout�  

THE PERFECT  
WEDDING WORKOUT 

OCTOBER 2018
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YOUR BEST ABSSEPTEMBER 2018

Your Best Abs is revolutionary in its approach, but the research 

behind its benefits has been around for years� The premise is 

simple: Train the abs as they are designed to work, not by doing 

crunches and sit-ups, but by properly bracing the core� The 

purpose of the abs is to resist spinal extension—to brace and 

hold, not to push and pull� Your Best Abs provides a way to 

sculpt the abs without damaging the lower back or any other 

part of the body� This holistic approach includes warm-ups, 

cool-downs, stretching, strengthening, power training, and a 

nutrition plan designed to deliver maximum results� Whether 

performing upper- or lower-body moves, using core isometrics 

to stabilize the core is the deciding factor for performance 

enhancement� The research-based, martial-arts inspired 

strategies presented in this book help to train the abs from the 

inside-out, enhancing neutral spine alignment, strengthening 

postural muscles, and improving athletic performance� Your Best 

Abs is a revolutionary way to a smaller waistline and stronger 

core� It will change the way you train your abdominals at home 

and at the gym�

250 p�, in color 

100 photos + illus�,  

Paperback, 6 1/2” x 9 1/4” 

ISBN: 9781782551454

$ 16�95 US/ 
£ 12�95 UK/F 16�95 EUR

Tom Seabourne received his PhD in Sports Psychology 

at the University of North Texas� He was the American Council 

on Exercise (ACE) Fitness Educator of the Year finalist in 2005 

and Guinness World Record holder for indoor cycling in 2009� 

Tom received the Piper Award in 2014, honoring him as the 

top professor of all colleges and universities in Texas� He was 

an International Taekwondo Champion and winner of the 

Race Across America (RAAM) Open West in ultracycling� He 

has been featured in Sports Illustrated magazine three times 

as Athlete of the Month� Tom has also authored numerous 

articles and books� His focus on core training led him to 

produce videos, which are available at www�ntcc�edu/live�

REVOLUTIONARY CORE WORKOUTS  
FOR A STRONGER, FLATTER STOMACH
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Integrated Periodization in Sports Training & Athletic 

Development considers the large problem of training specialists 

working in isolation and builds a case for integrated periodization 

as conceived by Tudor Bompa� The book begins by defining 

periodization as a specific theory and methodology, historically 

detailing how the term was formally derived, differentiating it 

from the current view of periodization as a Russian concept� 

Next, the authors clarify some common misconceptions of 

periodization by integrating evidence-based practice with an 

emphasis on sports nutrition, psychological preparation, and 

training methodology� The book explores sport-specific 

applications of integrated periodization, development of 

biomotor abilities, and long-term planning� A novel paradigm 

for viewing adaptation is introduced, moving past homeostasis 

to include allostasis, and one approach (Maximum Recoverable 

Volume) that may be used to more effectively manage fatigue 

is detailed� Finally, the book includes a chapter on tapering 

strategies to peak athletes for competition using an integrated 

approach�

250 p�, B & W 

150 photos + illus� 

Paperback, 8 1/2” x 11” 

ISBN: 9781782551416

$ 34�95 US/ 
£ 24�95 UK/F 34�95 EUR

Tudor Bompa, PhD, has revolutionized many aspects of periodization of 

training starting with periodization of strength and power in 1963� He has 

published 16 books on training, planning, political science, and social anthropology� 

Most of them were translated into 19 languages� He has received 23 international 

awards in 21 countries�

Scott Howell, MD, PhD, is the international director of the Tudor Bompa 

Institute� His current research involves inpatient morbidity and mortality 

associated with androgens� He educates sports professionals on applied 

periodization theory and methodology and is a recipient of the APU Academic 

Scholar Achievement Award�

INTEGRATED PERIODIZATION 
IN SPORTS TRAINING & ATHLETIC DEVELOPMENT

AUGUST 2018

COMBINING TRAINING METHODOLOGY, SPORTS PSYCHOLOGY,  
AND NUTRITION TO OPTIMIZE PERFORMANCE
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COURAGE TO TRIJULY 2018

Have you dreamed of crossing a finish line but felt like you had 

no idea how to get from where you are now to the starting line? 

Whether it’s a 5K, triathlon, or some other starting line, this 

book is here to give you all the insights you need to make it to 

your first race� Even if you’ve never done anything athletic in 

your entire life, completing a triathlon is ultimately up to your 

willingness to dedicate the time and put in the effort to “try�” 

This book is also full of stories from women who will inspire and 

motivate you� These women not only successfully completed a 

race, they found new confidence and overcame unhealthy 

lifestyle choices� Meant for each and every woman—whether 

you’re fit or a self-proclaimed couch potato—this book is the 

perfect guide to successfully completing a triathlon with just a 

few months of effort and dedication�

After a life-changing experience, the author went from a career-

driven woman to a triathlon enthusiast� She shares her own story 

as well as those of the women she interviewed for this book� 

After reading Courage to Tri, you’ll be inspired to sign up for your 

first race as well as given the tools to actually conquer it�

256 p�, B & W  

50 photos + illus� 

Paperback, 5 1/2” x 8 1/2” 

ISBN: 9781782551355

$ 19�95 US/ 
£ 14�95 UK/F 19�95 EUR

USA Triathlon coach and author Bethany Rutledge 

believes that crossing a finish line can change your life in 

amazing ways� Once an unlikely endurance athlete herself, 

she and her husband are now co-owners of Atlanta 

Triathlon Club, a large triathlon community in Atlanta, GA, 

and Energy Lab, a cycling and coaching studio� Bethany is 

a two-time Kona qualifier and has worked with hundreds 

of athletes as a coach� She regularly writes for Triathlete 

Magazine, Women’s Running Magazine, and Training 

Peaks� Bethany also co-hosts a weekly podcast, “Grit and 

Dirt,” showcasing athletes who have made huge life 

changes�

FINISH YOUR FIRST TRIATHLON� 
A MOTIVATIONAL HOW-TO FOR WOMEN�
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Runners know there’s a profound truth behind the old joke: 

Running is fifty percent physical and ninety percent mental� The 

Mindful Runner focuses on the mental side of running� It 

thoroughly explores the complex landscape of the runner’s mind, 

offering fresh perspectives on how to get the most out of 

yourself while enjoying the journey along the way�

Do you enjoy reading about running but think you’ve heard it all? 

Then this book will delight and surprise you� Full of great stories, 

it offers new ways to think about running� Running can be a 

transformative experience, or it can just be great exercise with a 

tidy bonus of enhanced self-esteem and self-awareness� Learn 

how to maximize your mental game out there to reach your 

goals; you‘re guaranteed to gain a greater appreciation for the 

rewards and possibilities inherent in running� The Mindful Runner 

builds on the author’s first running book, The Tao of Running, but 

broadens the focus to all runners going any distance, ensuring 

that you’re covered with advice on mental strategies that apply 

in any running situation� Running is a great adventure� Make sure 

you’re not missing out on it�

250 p�, B & W  

20 photos + illus� 

Paperback, 5 1/2” x 8 1/2” 

ISBN: 9781782551539

$ 14�95 US/ 
£ 11�95 UK/F 14�95 EUR

Long–time columnist for Ultrarunning magazine and 

author of The Tao of Running, Gary Dudney is 

thrilled to share his hard-won understanding of the mind 

of the runner from being “out there” himself during 40 

years of running� He has also written advice pieces and 

adventure stories for all the major running magazines� 

Gary has completed over 200 marathons and 

ultramarathons, including over sixty 100-mile races� His 

home base is Monterey, California�

THE MINDFUL 
RUNNER 

NOVEMBER 2018

FINDING YOUR INNER FOCUS
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WOMEN’S COMPLETE 
GUIDE TO RUNNING

AUGUST 2018

This is the book that will take any woman, at any fitness level, 

into the running lifestyle� Jeff Galloway, a US Olympian in 1972, 

has helped over 150,000 people make this journey while reducing 

or eliminating aches, pains, and injuries suffered during most 

training programs� Jeff developed the Run Walk Run® method of 

training, and together with his wife Barbara, he offers a step-by-

step program specifically designed for the needs and concerns of 

women� Included are lots of tips on staying motivated, building 

endurance, selecting shoes, stretching, and strengthening, as 

well as making smart nutrition choices, and much more�

4th revised edition 

232 p�, in color 

50 photos + illus� 

Paperback, 6 1/2” x 9 1/4” 

ISBN: 9781782551485

$ 16�95 US/ 
£ 12�95 UK/F 16�95 EUR

Olympian Jeff Galloway has run for over 50 years 

and still runs a marathon about every month� He has 

coached over a million runners to their goals through his 

retreats (in several locations), clinics at events, individual 

consultations, running schools, and books�

Barbara Galloway has been a serious runner for 

years and was on the Florida State women’s track team� 

Barbara runs practically every day and has competed in over 

30 marathons� Her best 10K time is 41:50, and marathon time 

3:18� She has a master’s degree in Physical Education and 

conducts running clinics during running vacation retreats at 

Lake Tahoe and Athens, Greece�
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AUGUST 2018

BOSTON MARATHON

With the Galloway program, it’s possible to be in the best shape 

of your life and still have energy to enjoy family and career� The 

highly successful training schedules include all the elements 

needed to qualify based on the Boston Marathon standards� 

Train using Galloway’s successful Run Walk Run® Method to 

achieve maximum performance without risking injury� Galloway’s 

magic mile gives a reality check on progress and sets realistic 

pacing goals for long runs and the race itself� With Galloway’s 

training expertise, you will be ready to compete at your best on 

race day� This new edition includes up-to-date information on 

the Boston Marathon�

3rd revised edition 

212 p�, in color  

26 photos + illus� 

Paperback, 6 1/2” x 9 1/4” 

ISBN: 9781782551492

$ 16�95 US/ 
£ 12�95 UK/F 16�95 EUR 

HOW TO QUALIFY!
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TABLE TENNIS  
WITH TIMO BOLL

JULY 2018

Meyer & Meyer Premium—At Meyer & Meyer we make no 

compromises to present the best in sports content� Go for Gold!

In this book, Timo Boll and Bernd-Ulrich Groß provide the reader 

with as much information as possible about modern table 

tennis� Timo’s exceptional technique and successful game are 

analyzed in more than 50 instructional photo series with nearly 

700 serial photos and more than 100 individual photos� The left-

hander is considered the master of rotation, and this book will 

tell you exactly why� Timo’s many checks and tips provide a 

wealth of information for your own practice� His thoughts on 

tactics and playing philosophy, as well as information on racket 

material and training, complete the book� It is a tutorial for all 

players and coaches who want to take their game to the next 

level� The extensive photo material will be a valuable resource 

for achieving ambitious goals in table tennis� 

280 p�, in color  

850 photos + illus� 

Paperback, 6 1/2” x 9 1/4” 

ISBN: 9781782550730

$ 24�95 US/ 
£ 18�95 UK/F 24�95 EUR

Timo Boll is the most successful German table tennis 

player of all time� The left-hander was ranked number one on 

the world ranking list three times (in 2003 and 2011)� Since 

2002, he has been among the top 10 players in the world� No 

other player has won as many European championships� He 

is considered as one of the most fair players in the world� 

Bernd-Ulrich Groß has been a table tennis coach 

for nearly 40 years� He has also written numerous books and 

articles on the subject� His book Table Tennis: Tips From a 

World Champion is “poised to become a standard work on 

table-tennis technique” (G� Straub, TTL 3/2015)� He is currently 

teaching PE and French at a high school in Aachen, Germany�

MORE THAN 50 INSTRUCTIONAL PHOTO SERIES�  
HIS GAME, HIS TECHNIQUE, HIS KNOW-HOW
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NOVEMBER 2018

SOCCER FOR KIDS

With over a billion players, soccer is the most widely played 

sport in the world� The reasons for its success are simple: All 

that is required to play it is an open space and a ball� Soccer 

for Kids is an illustrated guide with a simple approach to the 

sport aimed at children and young teens� A brief introduction 

includes facts about the history of soccer from its origins to 

present day� The core of the book covers principal rules and 

basic techniques of the game: the dribble, pass, and much 

more� It defines individual and team moves with a focus on 

tactics (i�e�, behavior on the field)� Another chapter is about the 

goalkeeper and the skills required� The tutorial offers advice on 

how to get into soccer with the help of humorous illustrations� 

The final chapter is devoted to teams and players that have 

helped to raise the popularity of soccer worldwide—from Real 

Madrid to Milan, from Maradona to Messi� Soccer for Kids is an 

enjoyable, easy-to-understand guide for kids to help them take 

their first steps in the game�

100 p�, in color  

200 photos + illus� 

Flexible binding, 8�3” x 11�7” 

ISBN: 9781782551508

$ 16�95 US/ 
£ 12�95 UK/F 16�95 EUR

Alberto Bertolazzi has collaborated with many newspapers and created 

numerous illustrated books� In 2011 he launched his writing career with the novel 

Il rugby salverà il mondo (Rugby Will Save the World)� He has practiced many types 

of sports, some at a competitive level, others as an amateur� Alberto has been a 

diving instructor, the president of an amateur soccer league, and the coach and 

trainer of junior soccer and rugby teams� He also contributed to drafting 

educational and informative books about sports�

AN ILLUSTRATED GUIDE
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184 p�, in color  

50 photos + illus� 

Paperback, 5�8” x 8�3” 

ISBN: 9781782551447

$ 16�95 US/ 
£ 12�95 UK/F 16�95 EUR

Mike McInnes is a retired pharmacist from 

Edinburgh, Scotland� He has a special interest in 

cerebral energy metabolism and its modern 

impairments� Mike has written The Hibernation Diet, 

The Honey Revolution, and The Honey Diet, all of which 

argue that human sleep is a high-energy enterprise 

with respect to the brain and its energy supply� His 

research into the evolution of the large and greedy 

human brain led to the conclusion that this is the direct 

result of our strange selection of upright bipedalism as 

a locomotive strategy, and consequently this research 

led to the book on Homo passiens� 

MAN THE FOOTBALLER 
—HOMO PASSIENSSEPTEMBER 2018

In this book you will discover the truth—that Homo passiens is 

the missing link in human evolution� That Homo sapiens is a 

recently arrived imposter in the evolution of the genus Homo—a 

charlatan, a fraud, a villain, a quack! That all the academic stuff 

about consciousness, language, science, and so on, emanating 

exclusively from (and created by) Homo sapiens is evolutionary 

hogwash!

It all came not from Homo sapiens—as this recently arrived, 

pathological lying subspecies claims repeatedly in schools, 

textbooks, literature, and all institutions of higher learning—but 

from the founder species, Homo passiens—Man the Soccer 

Player! As evidenced in this book, humans evolved two legs for 

soccer, domed head and flat face for subtle power heading, and 

flat and levered feet with non-opposable big toes for shooting�

We all love to be clever, and this book is to be associated with 

its seminal ideas and not necessarily to read from left to right� 

The thinking soccer fans will want to be associated with the mad 

science presented here� After reading Man the Soccer Player, 

soccer will never be the same again!

THE MISSING LINK IN HUMAN EVOLUTION (ARGUABLY)

Soccer Player
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OCTOBER 2018

ALL ABOUT PRESSING  
IN SOCCER

Meyer & Meyer Premium—At Meyer & Meyer we make no 

compromises to present the best in sports content� Go for Gold!

All About Pressing in Soccer provides a detailed look at the 

history, theory, and practice of pressing in soccer� With this 

comprehensive resource, the coach and player will improve 

their understanding of the game, making them stronger and 

more successful as a coach or player�

Beginning with a look at the history of pressing, the reader will 

gain background knowledge crucial for understanding the 

theory behind pressing, which is presented in the following 

section� Once the reader understands the why and the how of 

pressing, he will be able to use the practical techniques 

presented in the third section�

With this book, the reader, whether a coach or a player, will have 

all the tools necessary to implement a strong pressing tactic in 

the game, giving them that necessary edge over their 

opponents�

400 p�, in color  

450 photos + illus� 

Paperback, 8�27” x 11�69” 

ISBN: 9781782551478

$ 39�00 US/ 
£ 27�95 UK/F 39�00 EUR

PhDr. Laco Borbély studied soccer coaching at 

FTVS UK� He played for Dukla Banská Bystrica, Sparta 

Praha, and ZTS Kosice� He has coached various first and 

second league teams in Slovakia and Hungary� Laco was 

president of UFTS (Football Coaches Union of Slovakia) 

and a chairman of the technical committee of SFA 

(Slovakia Football Association)� He has co-authored 

several publications on tactics in soccer� He holds a UEFA 

EuroPro License�

HISTORY� THEORY� PRACTICE�
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2nd revised edition 

160 p�, in color  

80 photos + illus� 

Paperback, 6 1/2” x 9 1/4” 

ISBN: 9781782551423

$ 24�95 US/ 
£ 18�95 UK/F 24�95 EUR

Ashu Saxena has been coaching soccer since 

1986, and he holds the United Soccer Coaches (formerly 

NSCAA) Master Coach Diploma� He has received the 

United States Youth Soccer Association National Girls 

Coach of the Year Award as well as the United States 

Olympic Committee National Developmental Soccer 

Coach of the Year Award� He has also received various 

coaching and champion of character awards� Ashu is 

passionate about improving player development, team 

culture, and coaching excellence, whether by writing 

articles or teaching courses as a United Soccer Coaches 

Associate Staff Coach�

THE WELL-ROUNDED 
SOCCER COACH

AUGUST 2018

Meyer & Meyer Premium—At Meyer & Meyer we make no 

compromises to present the best in sports content� Go for Gold!

The Well-Rounded Soccer Coach is a unique book about coaching 

soccer� The author shares successful secrets for long-term player 

development, which is a current hot topic in the soccer world� This 

special resource combines credibility, experiences of a coach who 

has coached U9-U19 age groups (competitive club and high school 

teams), and comprehensive coverage of coaching soccer� The 

book raises the standards for coaching resources by including:

• Proven methods and techniques

• Examples of a complete season of actual training sessions

• Explanations as to the “hows” and “whys” of selected exercises

• Useful resources for coaches, players, and parents in a 

variety of areas on and off the field

• Credibility through anecdotes from coaches, players, and parents

• Objective results achieved by teams

• Access to someone who is actively involved in the areas of player 

development, coaching excellence, team culture, and education

Anyone wishing to become a successful coach of a winning 

team needs this book on his shelf�

FORM YOUR TEAM� PLAN YOUR SEASON� 
DEVELOP YOUR TRAINING� FOR U9-19
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SEPTEMBER 2018

THE SOCCER COACH’S 
BLUEPRINT

Meyer & Meyer Premium—At Meyer & Meyer we make no 

compromises to present the best in sports content� Go for Gold!

To build a strong team, you must start with a strong foundation� 

But where to go from there? Every coach needs a blueprint she 

or he can follow to form a structurally sound coaching 

philosophy� The Soccer Coach’s Blueprint has the plan all 

coaches need� This blueprint is geared toward making decisions� 

Coaches can use these ready-made methods to improve both 

themselves and their teams� In this book, the reader will be 

encouraged to focus on the long-term goals of the coach and 

the players and to look at the bigger picture� If coaching isn’t 

challenging, then nothing will improve� Everything coaches 

need to challenge themselves and to develop can be found in 

this book� They will be ready to step onto the field, full of 

confidence, and walk off the field knowing they are making a 

difference in their players’ lives� Follow the guide presented in 

The Soccer Coach’s Blueprint to build a strong team and sound 

playing philosophy�

120 p�, in color  

100 photos + illus� 

Paperback, 6 1/2” x 9 1/4” 

ISBN: 9781782551430

$ 24�95 US/ 
£ 18�95 UK/F 24�95 EUR

Jason Carney was raised in Lancashire, England� He played at all levels and 

is a UEFA qualified soccer coach� After coaching professionally for six years with 

Preston North End FC, he moved to the United States� There, he learned the 

importance of understanding the game at the grass-roots level� When Jason 

obtained the position of technical director, he gained the opportunity to put a 

development plan into place� He saw the growth and team bonding it created 

throughout the soccer club� Jason decided to put all his experiences into The 

Soccer Coach’s Blueprint in hopes that other coaches can develop, too�

BUILD A STRONG TEAM CULTURE  
TO CREATE A WINNING ENVIRONMENT
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300 p�, B & W  

100 photos + illus� 

Paperback, 5�8” x 8�3” 

ISBN: 9781782551362

$ 36�00 US/ 
£ 27�50 UK/F 36�00 EUR

Claude Scheuer (Ed�) works at the University of 

Luxembourg for the research unit ECCS (Education, 

Culture, Cognition and Society) at the Institute of 

Applied Educational Sciences (AES)� He teaches in the 

primary school teacher education program� His research 

focuses on basic motor skills of children and adolescents 

and on active school settings� Scheuer is member of the board of the 

Luxembourg teacher association (APEP) and the president of EUPEA (European 

Physical Education Association)� He is the vice delegate for Luxembourg for 

FIEP Europe (Fédération Internationale de l’Éducation Physique) and an 

executive board member in ICSSPE (International Council of School Sports and 

Physical Education)� In 2015 Claude Scheuer co-founded CEREPS (Conseil 

Européen de la Recherche en Éducation Physique et Sportive) together with 

Professor Roland Naul� 

SCHOLA LUDENS 
EUROPAEUS

OCTOBER 2018

This collection of essays celebrates the 70th birthday of 

Professor Roland Naul� The chapters, written by colleagues and 

friends, illustrate the development of sport and physical 

activity research over four decades� The objectives were to give 

an overview and update of relevant fields that determined the 

academic work of Naul and to give new insights� Chapters have 

been grouped under the following aspects: secondary education 

and vocational training in Germany and Europe, with a focus on 

sport qualifications and professions; old and new challenges for 

the Olympic Games movement, as described from the 

perspective of different countries; health-enhancing physical 

activity (HEPA), a key policy area which Naul has contributed to 

shaping in the European Union; the relationship between sport 

pedagogy and social pedagogy; a focus on the well-being of 

athletes, with contributions tackling the prevention of 

harassment or doping; and finally, sport policy on a local level� 

This commemorative publication acknowledges the merits of 

Roland Naul for European studies in physical education and 

youth sports, as well as for the sport policy context in Europe�

PAPERS OFFERED TO ROLAND NAUL
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AUGUST 2018

SHAPING SUCCESSFUL 
JUNIOR SWIMMERS

For three decades, David Wright has coached international 

swimmers who began their swimming careers in his Learn to 

Swim program, and this book is based on his experience 

guiding these swimmers� Wright saw many pitfalls that resulted 

in the sport losing 80% of its participants in their early teenage 

years—pitfalls that resulted in swimmers ending their careers 

broken and disillusioned� Shaping Successful Junior Swimmers 

examines the nature of the sport’s early dropout rate and 

proposes steps to correct the problem� It discusses qualities 

that should be present in good conditioning and speed training 

programs as well as why these qualities encourage continued 

participation and championship performance� Also included are 

danger signs of poor programs that cause early dropout� In 

addition to important training factors are the decisions and 

behavior outside the pool that coaches, parents, administrators, 

and national federations can make and do to extend and 

improve every swimmer’s involvement in the sport� Swimming 

champions are the product of good care in and out of the pool, 

and using this book provides the means for that good care�

150 p�, B & W  

100 photos + illus� 

Paperback, 8 1/2” x 11” 

ISBN: 9781782551409

$ 24�95 US/ 
£ 18�95 UK/F 24�95 EUR

David Wright lives in Auckland, New Zealand� He 

is an International Level Five American Swim Coaches 

Association certified coach� For 30 years he has coached 

national representatives in New Zealand, the United 

Kingdom, the United States, the US Virgin Islands, and 

Saudi Arabia� His athletes have competed in the Olympic 

Games, World Championships, Commonwealth Games, 

among others, and have won 10 medals� His swimmers 

have won 81 national championships, have broken two 

master’s world records, and have set 73 national records� 

In 2007 David was awarded the US Swim Coaches 

Association Certificate of Excellence�

BUILD A FOUNDATION� STREAMLINE  
YOUR TRAINING� CREATE WINNERS�
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THE PHILOSOPHY OF THE GAME

Badminton is one of the fastest sports in the world, and a smash by a 

Chinese player has been measured at 206 miles per hour, faster even than 

a golf ball� Just as badminton has grown in popularity around the world in 

the past 20 years, and has now been recognized as an Olympic Sport, the 

sport itself has also changed a great deal�

Bernd-Volker Brahms
BADMINTON HANDBOOK 
Training – Tactics – Competition

This compact, groundbreaking training manual gives the reader an 

overall insight into the world of badminton� Training theory and 

background information about the sport and its stars relate the 

excitement of this sport� 

2nd edition, 192 p�, in color, 187 photos, 25 illus�, paperback, 6 1/2“ x 9 1/4“

ISBN: 9781782550426

$ 18�95 US/£ 14�95 UK/¤ 18�95 EUR

Ann Waterhouse
RUGBY MADE SIMPLE
An Entertaining Introduction to the Game  
for Mums & Dads

If you will be cheering on a rugby touch line this winter, but are still 

mystified by the antics on the pitch, this is the book for you� 

96 p�, in color, 44 illus�, paperback, 5 3/4" x 8 1/4"

ISBN: 9781782550631

$ 9�95 US/£ 6�95 UK/¤ 8�95 EUR

Ann Waterhouse
FOOTBALL MADE SIMPLE
An Entertaining Introduction to the Game 
for Mums & Dads

If you have a footballer in your life, but don’t understand the game 

at all, then this is the book for you� 

136 p�, in color, 49 illus�, paperback, 5 3/4" x 8 1/4"

ISBN: 9781782550525

$ 9�95 US/£ 6�95 UK/¤ 8�95 EUR

BADM
INTON

Ann Waterhouse
CRICKET MADE SIMPLE
An Entertaining Introduction to the Game 
for Mums & Dads

If you will be sitting by a cricket pitch this summer, but are still 

mystified by the antics on the field, this is the book for you�

160 p�, in color, 53 illus�, paperback, 5 3/4" x 8 1/4"

ISBN: 9781782550792

$ 9�95 US/£ 6�95 UK/¤ 8�95 EUR

M
ADE SIM

PLE
RUGBY

SOCCER

Bompa/Claro
PERIODIZATION IN RUGBY

Rugby is a sport of technical finesse, tactical boldness and complex 

physical development� This book presents principles for good physical 

conditioning, explains the physiological demands of rugby, and 

address concepts like power, speed, and endurance�

224 p�, b/w, 69 photos, 100 illus�, paperback, 6 1/2" x 9 1/4"

ISBN: 9781841262536

$ 24�95 US/£ 14�95 UK/¤ 19�95 EUR

Borbély/Hřebík/Ganczner/Singer  
ALL ABOUT PRESSING IN SOCCER
History� Theory� Practice�

A guide on understanding the history, theory, and practice of pressing 

in soccer that will help coaches and players in creating a better and 

stronger team� They will improve their understanding of the game, 

making them more successful�

450 p�, in color, 50 photos + illus�, paperback, 8�27” x 11�69”

ISBN: 9781782551478

$ 39�00 US/£ 27�95 UK/¤ 39�00 EUR

Enrique TOPO Rodríguez
RUGBY: THE ART OF SCRUMMAGING
A History, a Manual and a Law Dissertation  
on the Rugby Scrum 

The Art of Scrummaging is an authoritative work on scrummaging, 

covering every conceivable aspect from history, technique, safety 

and physical conditioning to scrum law�

376 p�, in color, 13 photos, 1 chart, paperback, 6 1/2" x 9 1/4"

ISBN: 9781782550594

$ 24�95 US/£ 16�95 UK/¤ 22�95 EUR

Jason Carney 
THE SOCCER COACH’S BLUEPRINT
Build a Strong Team Culture to Create a Winning 
Environment

The basis of a strong and successful team is a strong foundation� This 

book helps soccer coaches to build a structured environment by 

presenting ready-made methods, which enable players to thrive� 

120 p�, in color, 100 photos + illus�, paperback, 6 1/2” x 9 1/4” 

ISBN: 9781782551430

$ 24�95 US/£ 18�95 UK/¤ 24�95 EUR

Alberto Bertolazzi 
SOCCER FOR KIDS
An Illustrated Guide

This humorously illustrated guide is the perfect introduction to 

soccer for children and young teens� It covers aspects such as rules, 

basic techniques, tactics, advice to get into soccer and an overview 

of popular teams and players, and much more�

100 p�, in color, 200 photos + illus�, flexible binding, 8�3” x 11�7” 

ISBN: 9781782551508

$ 16�95 US/£ 12�95 UK/¤ 16�95 EUR

Bill Dooley
PLAYERS 1ST
Complete Soccer Coach’s Guide to Developing 
Extraordinary Players, Ages 7-14

A unique approach that focuses on developing individual players, 

paying particular attention to their soccer skills� It turns terrific kids 

into extraordinary players�

280 p�, in color, 60 illus�, paperback, 6 1/2” x 9 1/4” 

ISBN: 9781782551317

$ 24�95 US/£ 19�95 UK/¤ 24�95 EUR

NEW

NEW

NEW
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Josh Faga 
THE REAL GIANTS OF SOCCER COACHING
Insights and Wisdom  
From the Game’s Greatest Coaches

A collection of the tactics and methods from some of the best soccer 

coaches around the world for all levels� It is the most extensive 

collection of practical and theoretical coaching education advice ever�

384 p�, in color, 1 photo, 87 illus�, 3 charts, paperback, 6 1/2” x 9 1/4”

ISBN: 9781782551300

$ 24�95 US/£ 19�95 UK/¤ 24�95 EUR

SOCCER

Schmidt/Stegmann
CREATING WORLD CHAMPIONS 
How German Soccer Went From Shambles to Champions

The system of the German soccer youth development is explained with 

emphasis on the different paths that young players can take on the 

road to success� World Champions Reus, Neuer, and Mustafi present 

their individual stories and some of their exercises� 

184 p�, in color, 90 photos, 27 illus�, paperback, 6 1/2" x 9 1/4"

ISBN: 9781782550938

$ 19�95 US/£ 13�95 UK/¤ 18�95 EUR

Englund/Pascarella
SOCCER GOALKEEPER TRAINING
The Comprehensive Guide

The authors explain through detailed photos and coaching points the 

physical and technical skills required for novice goalkeepers to 

improve� This book also covers psychological aspects of the 

relationship between coach and player and features a training guide�

296 p�, in color, 143 photos, 102 illus�, paperback, 6 1/2” x 9 1/4”

ISBN: 9781782551072

$ 29�95 US/£ 23�95 UK/¤ 27�95 EUR

Williams/Gervis
THE COACH'S GUIDE TO MIND MAPPING
The Fundamental Tools to Become an Expert Coach  
and Maximize Your Players' Performance

This book focuses on developing how you–the coach–can remember, 

organize, and deliver the technical and tactical information that your 

players need� 

128 p�, in color, 39 illus�, 11 charts, paperback, 6 1/2” x 9 1/4”

ISBN: 9781782551195

$ 16�95 US/£ 13�95 UK/¤ 15�95 EUR

Darren Laver 
STREET SOCCER: THE COACHES’ GUIDE
Coaching People, Creating Players

This guide to street soccer coaching, written by the founder of the 

International Street Soccer Association (ISSA), is an informative and easy-

to-use handbook for all levels� It contains 50 games that coaches can try 

out with their players to become more successful and still have fun�

176 p�, in color, 4 photos, 63 illus�, paperback, 6 1/2" x 9 1/4"

ISBN: 9781782550877

$ 19�95 US/£ 13�95 UK/¤ 18�95 EUR

Dost/Hyballa/te Poel
SOCCER FUNCTIONAL FITNESS TRAINING
Strength | Motor Skills | Speed | Endurance

This book presents numerous drills for soccer fitness training based 

on latest findings in sports science and on the authors’ coaching 

experience� Any level player can use these drills� The included 

bodyweight exercises create a professional training environment�

448 p�, in color, 573 photos, 83 illus�, 57 charts, paperback, 6 1/2" x 9 1/4" 

ISBN: 9781782550907

$ 34�95 US/£ 23�95 UK/¤ 32�95 EUR

Fabian Seeger 
THE SOCCER GAMES AND DRILLS COMPENDIUM
350 Smart and Practical Games to Form Intelligent Players—
For All Levels

This compilation of realistic drills and games facilitates design and 

quick implementation of modern soccer training� Specific training 

exercises and graphics make it an optimal resource for coaches� 

368 p�, in color, 184 photos, 310 illus�, paperback, 8�27” x 11�69”

ISBN: 9781782551041

$ 32�00 US/£ 24�00 UK/¤ 29�00 EUR

Steffen Siebert  
A LEAGUE OF THEIR OWN
The Secrets of Club Soccer Champions

This book provides readers with a closer look at the FIFA Club World 

Champions� It discusses different tactical philosophies and how these 

tactical approaches have been adjusted by some of soccer’s greatest 

coaches, such as Guardiola, Mourinho, Enrique, and van Gaal�

160 p�, in color, 7 photos, 69 illus�, paperback, 6 1/2” x 9 1/4”

ISBN: 9781782551058

$ 16�95 US/£ 12�95 UK/¤ 15�95 EUR

Seeger/Favé 
CREATIVE SOCCER TRAINING
350 Smart and Practical Games and Drills to Form 
Intelligent Players—For Advanced Levels

This book includes games and drills that build on basic playing skills� 

Foregoing theoretical introductions, the authors focus on 

comprehensive exercises and skills that go beyond standard training� 

392 p�, in color, 153 photos, 353 illus�, paperback, 8�27” x 11�69”

ISBN: 9781782551201

$ 32�00 US/£ 26�00 UK/¤ 30�00 EUR

Toto Schmugge 
SOCCER: THE 6-WEEK PLAN
The Guide to Building a Successful Team

This is the perfect 6-week plan to help coaches of any skill and experience 

level give their team a competitive edge and gain confidence as a coach� 

With these exercises, players learn techniques and tactics and improve 

their strength, speed, endurance, and agility� 

232 p�, in color, 54 photos, 150 illus�, paperback, 6 1/2" x 9 1/4"

ISBN: 9781782550921

$ 16�95 US/£ 11�95 UK/¤ 15�95 EUR

Timo Jankowski
SUCCESSFUL GERMAN SOCCER TACTICS
The Best Match Plans for a Winning Team

A match plan creates a strategy to ideally prepare you for the next 

match and to react to shifts in tactics or to particular match 

situations� This book aims to provide every soccer aficionado with a 

practical insight into match systems and tactics�

248 p�, in color, 58 photos, 50 illus�, paperback, 6 1/2" x 9 1/4"

ISBN: 9781782550624

$ 16�95 US/£ 12�95 UK/¤ 16�95 EUR

Timo Jankowski
COACHING SOCCER LIKE GUARDIOLA AND MOURINHO
The Concept of Tactical Periodization

Tactical Periodization has become the preferred training theory for 

successful soccer coaches like Guardiola or Mourinho� By creating 

match-like situations in practice, players learn to link their technical, 

tactical, and athletic abilities to match intelligence� 

248 p�, in color, 67 photos, 120 illus�, paperback, 6 1/2" x 9 1/4"

ISBN: 9781782550723

$ 19�95 US/£ 12�95 UK/¤ 18�95 EUR
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SOCCER

Schreiner/Elgert
ATTACKING SOCCER
Mastering the Modern Game

Soccer fans adore the style of play based on fast passing combinations 

and spectacular dribblings� But how to coach your team to embrace 

fast attacking soccer? With this book, every coach can shape his 

training programs with easy-to-use excercises�

160 p�, in color, 16 photos, 109 illus�, paperback, 6 1/2" x 9 1/4"

ISBN: 9781782550082

$ 16�95 US/£ 12�95 UK/¤ 16�95 EUR

Hyballa/te Poel
DUTCH SOCCER SECRETS

This book presents expert knowledge of internationally proven Dutch 

soccer coaching in theory and practice, based on a qualititative data 

collection� The authors outline the theory and practice of the 

“typical” Dutch content, methods, organization forms and elements 

of educational knowledge�

240 p�, in color, 62 photos, 87 illus�, paperback, 6 1/2" x 9 1/4"

ISBN: 9781841263274 

$ 18�95 US/£ 14�95 UK/¤ 18�95 EUR

Greg Winkler  
COACHING A SEASON OF SIGNIFICANCE
A Soccer Coaches' Companion to All Challenges of a Year

This title tackles some of the challenges and problems coaches face 

throughout the course of the season� It presents tools and resources 

for them to improve their craft, from training programs to team 

management� 

160 p�, b/w, 1 photo, 2 illus�, paperback, 5 1/2" x 8 1/2" 

ISBN: 9781782551065

$ 9�95 US/£ 8�95 UK/¤ 8�95 EUR

Alejandro Pérez   
MORE THAN 90 MINUTES
Analyzing Success in European Club Soccer

This book is an analysis of the tactics, signings, managers, players, and 

directors’ decisions of clubs such as Manchester United, Real Madrid, and 

Bayern Munich� 

300 p�, b/w, paperback, 5 1/2" x 8 1/2" 

ISBN: 9781782551225

$ 14�95 US/£ 12�95 UK/¤ 13�95 EUR

Luciano Wernicke    
WHY IS SOCCER PLAYED  
ELEVEN AGAINST ELEVEN?
Everything You Need to Know About Soccer

100 facts of soccer history and rules are revealed in this humorous yet 

informative book to give readers a deeper understanding of the 

beautiful game� 

256 p�, b/w, 30 photos + illus�, paperback, 5 1/2” x 8 1/2”

ISBN: 9781782551379

$ 14�95 US/£ 11�95 UK/¤ 14�95 EUR

Mike McInnes  
MAN THE SOCCER PLAYER— 
HOMO PASSIENS
The Missing Link in Human Evolution (Arguably)

A crazy evolutionary parody for thinking fans that claims humans 

selected upright bipedalism to play soccer� After reading this book, 

soccer will never be the same again!

184 p�, in color, 50 photos + illus�, paperback, 5�8” x 8�3”

ISBN: 9781782551447

$ 16�95 US/£ 12�95 UK/¤ 16�95 EUR

Shane Stay   
THE WORLD CUP 2018 BOOK
Everything You Need to Know About the Soccer World Cup

A fun guide to the 2018 World Cup that provides in-depth information 

about all teams and background information on past World Cups and FIFA� 

Detailed descriptions and entertaining anecdotes make it a must-read for 

every soccer fan�

200 p�, b/w, 50 photos + illus�, paperback, 5 1/2” x 8 1/2”

ISBN: 9781782551331

$ 14�95 US/£ 9�95 UK/¤ 14�95 EUR

Aris Gatas    
CLAUDIO RANIERI
T(h)inkerman

The story of the book revolves around the top soccer coach of the world 

for 2016, Claudio Ranieri, how he changed his life and the lives of those 

around him� He is a fine example of optimism, confidence, and positive 

energy�

280 p�, b/w, 21 photos, 9 illus�, 3 charts, paperback, 5 1/2” x 8 1/2”

ISBN: 9781782551287

$ 16�95 US/£ 13�95 UK/¤ 16�95 EUR

Lindsay & Seth Little 
OFFSIDE? UGH!
iPLAY SOCCER
Alex and his teammates love to play soccer� But why are there more 

referees at their games this season waving silly flags and stopping 

them right before they go in to score a goal? This fully illustrated 

storybook is intended to help youth soccer players understand what it 

means to be in an offside position�

32 p�, in color, 3 photos, 13 illus�, paperback, 5�98” x 8�98”

ISBN: 9781782550976

$ 4�95 US/£ 3�50 UK/¤ 4�50 EUR

Lindsay & Seth Little 
PASS! NO PUPPY GUARDING!
iPLAY SOCCER
Bailee Kate and her dog Thor love to play soccer, but Thor always gets 

in the way� Coach says the team shouldn’t act like Thor because it is 

puppy guarding� See if they've learned as they take on the fierce Yellow 

Dragons� This fully illustrated book is intended for youth soccer players�

32 p�, in color, 3 photos, 14 illus�, paperback, 5�98” x 8�98”

ISBN: 9781782551003

$ 4�95 US/£ 3�50 UK/¤ 4�50 EUR

SOCCER NARRATIVE

NEW

Hyballa/te Poel
GERMAN SOCCER PASSING DRILLS
More than 100 Drills from the Pros

In this book, the only of its kind, two German League certified coaches 

have created the ultimate guide to passing� Using the Hyballa-te Poel 

Passing Puzzle they present every type of pass there is in modern 

soccer, with lots of drills for each type� 

336 p�, in color, 17 photos, 159 illus�, paperback, 6 1/2" x 9 1/4"

ISBN: 9781782550488

$ 17�95 US/£ 12�95 UK/¤ 17�95 EUR
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UNITED SOCCER 
COACHES ENDORSED

Kapsalis/Gregory  
TO CHASE A DREAM
A Soccer Championship, an Unlikely Hero  
and a Journey that Redefined Winning

Paul Kapsalis has a dream: To play soccer at Indiana University� The 

problem: He’s too small, too slow, not good enough� Still, he dreams, 

works hard, and makes the team as a practice dummy� 

232 p�, b/w, 13 photos, paperback, 5 1/2” x 8 1/2”

ISBN: 9781782550198

$ 14�95 US/£ 9�95 UK/¤ 14�95 EUR

Shane Stay 
WHY AMERICAN SOCCER ISN’T THERE YET

Why American Soccer Isn't There Yet analyzes the methods of Brazil, 

Spain, Holland, and other similar nations� The purpose is to establish 

a new insight into contemporary American soccer and identify its core 

problem, how to break it down, and fix it for the future of American 

soccer�

168 p�, b/w, 8 illus�, paperback, 5 1/2” x 8 1/2”

ISBN: 9781782550280

$ 14�95 US/£ 9�95 UK/¤ 14�95 EUR

Edward Couzens-Lake  
MAPPING THE PITCH
Football Formations Through the Ages

This book is an entertaining exploration of the history and evolution 

of football formations from the Victorian age to the 2014 World Cup� 

The author analyzes the thinking behind the popular formations and 

shows how the thinking behind the game changed in football�

304 p�, b/w, 31 photos, 13 illus�, paperback, 5 3/4” x 8 1/4”

ISBN: 9781782550600

$ 14�95 US/£ 9�95 UK/¤ 14�95 EUR

Lindsay & Seth Little 
POSITIONS I: WHERE DO WE GO?
iPLAY SOCCER
The grass is wet and squishy, but Alex and his team are still excited for 

soccer practice because they’re learning about playing different positions 

in a formation� This fully illustrated book is intended to help youth soccer 

players understand playing positions and the basics of 7v7 formations�

36 p�, in color, 3 photos, 15 illus�, paperback, 5�98” x 8�98”

ISBN: 9781782550983

$ 4�95 US/£ 3�50 UK/¤ 4�50 EUR

Lindsay & Seth Little 
POSITIONS II: WHAT DO WE DO?
iPLAY SOCCER
It’s a cross-town rivalry game against the talented and tough Dynamo, 

but Alex and his team are confident because they know what each 

player should be doing on the field� This fully illustrated book is 

intended to help youth soccer players understand playing positions 

and the basics of 7v7 formations�

36 p�, in color, 3 photos, 16 illus�, paperback, 5�98” x 8�98”

ISBN: 9781782550990

$ 4�95 US/£ 3�50 UK/¤ 4�50 EUR

Jay Martin (ed�)
THE BEST OF SOCCER JOURNAL: 
AN NSCAA GUIDE 
TO SOCCER COACHING EXCELLENCE
The best from 20 years of the NSCAA’s Soccer Journal form a manual that 

covers all aspects of soccer training and coaching, beginning with the 

mental side and including highlights on tactics and technique, coaching 

and team management, as well as fitness and nutrition�

280 p�, in color, 38 photos, 68 illus�, paperback, 6 1/2" x 9 1/4"

ISBN: 9781841263298

$ 18�95 US/£ 14�95 UK/¤ 18�95 EUR

Jay Martin (ed�)
THE BEST OF SOCCER JOURNAL: 
THE ART OF COACHING
The NSCAA continues their book series “The Best of Soccer Journal” 

with this new highly anticipated entry in the instructional soccer book 

field� The first two books dealt with what to coach� This book focuses 

on how to coach� The best coaches in the US describe how they get it 

done one the field�

192 p�, in color, 1 photo, 6 illus�, paperback, 6 1/2" x 9 1/4"

ISBN: 9781782550495

$ 19�95 US/£ 14�95 UK/¤ 19�95 EUR

Jay Martin (ed�)
THE BEST OF SOCCER JOURNAL: 
TECHNIQUES & TACTICS

The book offers an in-depth look at teaching techniques, skills and 

tactics for the soccer coach� The material is suitable for coaching all 

ages of soccer players� The articles were originally published in Soccer 

Journal between 1990 and 2010�

250 p�, in color, 35 photos, 308 illus�, paperback 6 1/2" x 9 1/4"

ISBN: 9781841263472

$ 16�95 US/£ 12�95 UK/¤ 16�95 EUR

Franks/Hughes
SOCCER ANALYTICS 
Successful Coaching Through Match Analysis

In this book, the authors explore soccer analyses and use the results 

to develop realistic, progressive practices to improve the performance 

of the individual players and the team� 

344 p�, in color, 199 illus�,  

paperback, 6 1/2” x 9 1/4”

ISBN: 9781782550815

$ 22�95 US/£ 14�95 UK/¤ 21�95 EUR

Ashu Saxena
THE WELL-ROUNDED SOCCER COACH
Form Your Team� Plan Your Season�  
Develop Your Training� For U9-19

This book is for coaches of all levels� It includes useful commentary on 

team culture, player development, and actual training sessions�

2nd revised edition 

160 p�, in color, 80 photos + illus�, paperback, 6 1/2" x 9 1/4"

ISBN: 9781782551423

$ 24�95 US/£ 18�95 UK/¤ 24�95 EUR

NEW
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UNITED SOCCER COACHES ENDORSED
FUTSAL

FUTSAL

With four on-court players, plus a goalkeeper that can join in the play, all 

the components of 11v11 are included� 11v11 when broken down is a series 

of 4v4 games� As the action is non-stop, players are able to develop an 

improved technical understanding of futsal very quickly�

Hermans/Engler
FUTSAL
Technique-Tactics-Training

Futsal is an exciting, technically and physically demanding, yet safe 

version of indoor soccer that is practiced worldwide� Learn about its 

history as well as the strategies used in top matches� Numerous age-

appropriate drills focus on technique, training and tactics�

192 p�, in color, 170 photos, 174 illus�, paperback, 6 1/2" x 9 1/4" 

ISBN: 9781841263045

$ 18�95 US/£ 14�95 UK/¤ 18�95 EUR

Peter Schreiner
SOCCER – PERFECT BALL CONTROL

Want to learn how to dribble and feint like Maradona or Ronaldinho, and 

to juggle the ball like Jay-Jay Okocha or Edgar Davids? In this book, players 

learn how to become good ball handlers and master tricks that enable 

them to score more goals while playing attractive, offensive soccer� 

Perfect Ball Control
Peter Schreiner

TTHHEE  AAUUTTHHOORR
Peter Schreiner is the author and
producer of numerous soccer text-
books, DVDs and the coaching
software easy Sports Graphics.  His
achievements include coaching with
a UEFA A licence in the German
regional league, and the U19 of FC
Schalke 04.  He is director of the
Institute for Youth Soccer and co-
founder of the German Soccer
Academy.  He has published articles
in numerous specialist magazines.

www.ifj96.de/en

TTHHEE  BBOOOOKK
In modern soccer, players of all abilities experience
enormous time pressure and pressure from opponents. They
rarely get the chance to receive the ball calmly and then
dribble, pass or shoot at the goal. Only by being able to
bring the ball quickly and safely under control – often while
on the run – can one play attractive and successful soccer.

However, perfect ball control does not just start when the ball
is at the player’s feet, but must always be seen in the context
of a game situation and an opponent.

Perfect ball control can be broken down into four stages:

• Preparation for the initial contact with the ball (perception,
running into free space, adopting a suitable body position)

• The first touch of the ball
• Actions in possession of the ball (dribbling, feinting)
• Final action (pass, cross, shot at the goal)

This practical book contains more than 160 drills and ball
games and over 200 photos and 120 illustrations covering
ball control, dribbling, feinting, passing, crossing and
shooting at the goal. Each chapter starts with clear
theoretical principles that give the coach valuable
information for effective and learning-intensive team and
individual training.

Find more books on
www.m-m-sports.com

MMEEYYEERR  &&  MMEEYYEERR  ––
EEXXPPEERRTTSS  IINN  SSOOCCCCEERR

www.m-m-sports.com
$ 17.95 US/£ 12.95

ISBN 978-1-84126-278-9

Endorsed by

National Soccer Coaches
Association of America

®
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2nd edition, 208 p�, in color, 212 photos, 130 illus�, 

paperback, 6 1/2" x 9 1/4"

ISBN: 9781841262789

$ 17�95 US/£ 12�95 UK/¤ 16�95 EUR

Detlev Brueggemann
SOCCER ALIVE 
The Game Is the Best Teacher

Everyday soccer training focuses on improving technical and tactical 

abilities neglects the importance of reading the game� This new 

approach uses game situations to improve movement and behavior�

192 p�, in color, 196 photos, 114 illus�  

paperback, 6 1/2" x 9 1/4"

ISBN: 9781841262352

$ 19�95 US/£ 12�95 UK/¤ 19�95 EUR

TABLE TENNIS
VOLLEYBALL

Groß/Schlager
TABLE TENNIS 

Tips from a World Champion

This is a teaching book of a successful player for practical table tennis� 

Numerous picture series explain technique and tactic because the 

technique of the World Champion is sometimes unique and very individual�

176 p�, in color, 206 photos, paperback 6 1/2" x 9 1/4"

ISBN: 9781841263243 

$ 16�95 US/£ 12�95 UK/¤ 16�95 EUR

2nd revised edition

184 p�, in color, 49 photos, 43 illus�, paperback, 6 1/2” x 9 1/4”

ISBN: 9781782551126

$ 22�95 US/£ 17�95 UK/¤ 20�95 EUR

Geske/Mueller
TABLE TENNIS TACTICS 
Be A Successful Player

Containing numerous photos and illustrations, a self-test questionnaire, 

portraits of the best table tennis players, the official rules and tactical 

know-how, this book will soon become your table tennis bible�

280 p�, in color, 850 photos + illus�, paperback, 6 1/2” x 9 1/4”

ISBN: 9781782550730

$ 24�95 US/£ 18�95 UK/¤ 24�95 EUR

Boll/Groß
TABLE TENNIS WITH TIMO BOLL 
More Than 50 Instructional Photo Series�  
His Game, His Technique, His Know-How

This table tennis tutorial enables readers to take their game to the next 

level� It includes numerous tips on technique, tactics, and much more 

from Timo Boll, the most successful German table tennis player of all time�

Chris Kroeger 
VOLLEYBALL DRILLS

Volleyball Drills features basic drills and games designed to help 

players improve every aspect of their game� This manual contains 

organized and demanding drills you can use to create practice 

lessons� Each drill includes a detailed explanation of the purpose, 

setup, and execution� 

160 p�, in color, 10 photos, 116 illus�, Paperback, 6 1/2” x 9 1/4”

ISBN: 9781782550242

$ 16�95 US/£ 12�95 UK/¤ 16�95 EUR

NEW

Averbuch/Clark, RD
FOOD GUIDE FOR WOMEN'S SOCCER 
Tips & Recipes from the Pros

Soccer players are hungry for good nutrition information� This easy-to-

read book offers practical tips, debunks nutrition myths, and is a 

simple “how-to” resource for soccer players, their coaches and parents� 

256 p�, in color, 40 photos, 41 illus�,  

paperback, 6 1/2" x 9 1/4"

ISBN: 9781782550518

$ 18�95 US/£ 14�95 UK/¤ 18�95 EUR
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Flecken/Heise-Flecken
ROCK CLIMBING 
Technique | Equipment | Safety 
With an Introduction to Indoor Climbing

This book will provide you with the right techniques, the crucial safety 

procedures, and the essential equipment needed to learn rock climbing� 

Numerous photos illustrate the challenging and complex movements� 

216 p�, in color, 366 photos, 1 chart, paperback, 6 1/2” x 9 1/4”

ISBN: 9781782550358

$ 19�95 US/£ 12�95 UK/¤ 18�95 EUR

Achim Schmidt
MOUNTAIN BIKE TRAINING

This book provides well-founded instructions for mountain bike training 

while taking discipline-specific criteria into account� All fundamental 

fields of training methodology are presented in a differentiated way�

2nd revised edition

256 p�, in color, 95 photos, 67 illus�,

paperback, 6 1/2" x 9 1/4" 

ISBN: 9781782550143 

$ 19�95 US/£ 14�95 UK/¤ 19�95 EUR

van Dijk/van Megen/Vroemen
THE SECRET OF CYCLING
Maximum Performance Gains Through Effective Power 
Metering and Training Analysis

This textbook for serious cyclists and their coaches explains all factors 

determining performance� It contains new insights on the balance of 

power of the human engine and power requirements� 

384 p�, in color, 116 photos, 124 illus�, 96 charts, paperback, 7�7" x 10"

ISBN: 9781782551089

$ 35�00 US/£ 26�95 UK/¤ 30�95 EUR

Sonia Sanghani
STUMPS AND CRANKS
An Introduction to Amputee Cycling

This guide offers great advice from experts and ordinary cyclists alike on 

all matters of amputee cycling� The book includes tips on tricycles, 

recumbents, handbikes, tandems, unicycles, electric bikes, and more 

specialized cycling forms designed for the disability market�

376 p�, in color, 185 photos, 77 illus�, paperback, 6 1/2" x 9 1/4" 

ISBN: 9781782550884 

$ 34�95 US/£ 23�95 UK/¤ 32�95 EUR

UNICYCLING

Anders-Wilkens/Mager
UNICYCLING
First Steps – First Tricks

Learn how to get started with unicycling, which mistakes to avoid, 

and how to avoid injuries� Chapters with detailed descriptions about 

techniques, games, and mountain unicycling are included� 

2nd edition 

152 p�, in color, 215 photos, 5 illus�, paperback, 6 1/2" x 9 1/4"

ISBN: 9781841263342

$ 16�95 US/£ 12�95 UK/¤ 16�95 EUR

Mark Kleanthous 
THE COMPLETE BOOK OF TRIATHLON

This book is for all athletes who want to improve in or convert to the 

fascinating sport of triathlon� It shows how to construct a training 

program, how to approach a competition and offers an encyclopedia 

that covers all aspects of triathlon�

3rd edition of The Complete Book of Trathlon Training

400 p�, in color, 123 photos, 44 illus�, paperback, 6 1/2" x 9 1/4"

ISBN: 9781782550853

$ 24�95 US/£ 16�95 UK/¤ 22�95 EUR

Huddle/Frey/Murphy 
TRIATHLON: START TO FINISH 
24 Weeks to the Long Distance

You’ve finished your first short distance triathlon� It’s time to up the ante 

and go farther and faster� Longer work-outs; adding speed work; recovery 

and the mental game are all essential when you decide to move up to the 

Ironman distance, and this book is the must-have on your journey�

4th edition, 192 p�, in color, 56 photos, 29 charts, paperback, 6 1/2" x 9 1/4"

ISBN: 9781782550860

$ 19�95 US/£ 12�95 UK/¤ 18�95 EUR

Ash/Penker
TRIATHLON: HALF-DISTANCE TRAINING
70�3 Mile – Swim/Bike/Run

The half-distance triathlon consists of a 1�2-mile swim, 56 miles of cycling 

and a 13�1-mile run� This book will guide any triathlete who wishes to 

finish his or her first half-distance triathlon�

3rd edition of Ironman® 70.3®

184 p�, in color, 64 photos, 63 illus�, paperback, 6 1/2" x 9 1/4"

ISBN: 9781782550846

$ 19�95 US/£ 12�95 UK/¤ 18�95 EUR
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Bob Babbitt
NEVER A BAD DAY
A Collection of Columns from the Legendary  
Story Teller and Endurance Sports Icon

This collection of Bob Babbitt’s editorials brings out the human side 

of running, cycling and triathlon in a unique way� Through humor and 

inspiration, this book is a must-have for all endurance athletes�

176 p�, b/w, 11 photos, paperback, 6 1/2” x 9 1/4”

ISBN: 9781782550303

$ 14�95 US/£ 11�95 UK/¤ 14�95 EUR

Bethany Rutledge   
COURAGE TO TRI
Finish Your First Triathlon�  
A Motivational How-To for Women

This book is an inspiration and how-to from women who crossed their 

first finish lines—learning lessons and even changing their lives along 

the way� It gives women all the tools to master their first triathlon�

256 p�, b&w, 50 photos + illus�, paperback, 5 1/2” x 8 1/2”

ISBN: 9781782551355

$ 19�95 US/£ 14�95 UK/¤ 19�95 EUR

Fiona Ford  
BACK ON TRACK
How I Recovered From a Life-Changing Accident  
and Got Back on the Podium

This is the story of former pro triathlon athlete Fiona Ford’s 

rehabilitation and recovery from a serious bike accident that ended her 

competitive career� Practical guidance with advice is also provided�

280 p�, in color, 88 photos, 37 illus�, paperback, 5 3/4” x 8 1/2”

ISBN: 9781782550747

$ 16�95 US/£ 11�95 UK/¤ 14�95 EUR

Huddle/Frey 
TRIATHLON: STARTING OUT 
Training for Your First Competition

Roch Frey and Paul Huddle, two of the most respected names in 

multisport coaching, cover all the bases to get you to the starting line 

and help you finish your first triathlon� The book contains information 

on everything from weight training to flexibility to nutrition� 

3rd edition, 144 p�, in color, 85 photos, 10 charts, paperback, 6 1/2" x 9 1/4" 

ISBN: 9781782550952

$ 17�95 US/£ 12�95 UK/¤ 16�95 EUR

Ingrid Loos Miller 
WEIGHT MANAGEMENT FOR TRIATHLETES
When Training Is Not Enough

This book provides practical information that helps frustrated 

triathletes to improve their body composition for performance and 

aesthetics� Well researched, it offers easy-to-follow strategies�

2nd revised edition, 160 p�, in color, 45 photos, 2 illus�, 16 charts, 

paperback, 6 1/2" x 9 1/4"

ISBN: 9781782550891

$ 19�95 US/£ 13�95 UK/¤ 18�95 EUR

Don Rose
AVERAGE TO EPIC 
A Mid-Lifer's Guide to Endurance Sports  
and Lifelong Fitness

This is a field guide to motivate mid-life, athletically-average people to 

achieve epic endurance sports goals� Written for both novices and those 

returning to sports, it covers a wide variety of endurance sports�

384 p�, b/w, 18 photos, 29 illus�, 43 charts, paperback, 5 1/2" x 8 1/2"

ISBN: 9781782551140

$ 16�95 US/£ 14�95 UK/¤ 15�95 EUR

Galloway/Parker/Patrick Mohan
THE WOMEN'S GUIDE TO HEALTH
Run Walk Run®, Eat Right, and Feel Better

This action guide combines Galloway’s Run Walk Run® programs with 

the best available medical knowledge for using Run Walk Run® and the 

Mediterranean diet as key treatment modalities for chronic medical 

conditions related to excess body weight� 

216 p�, b/w, 52 photos, 12 illus�, 18 charts, paperback, 5 1/2” x 8 1/2”

ISBN: 9781782551232

$ 12�95 US/£ 10�95 UK/¤ 11�95 EUR

JEFF GALLOWAY: YOUR PERSONAL RUNNING JOURNAL
Logging Your Progress, Keeping Your Motivation

Olympian Jeff Galloway details how to set up a training program, how 

to monitor progress, and how to schedule each workout� Included are 

52 weeks of daily journal entries� This new edition is characterized by 

a modern, practice-oriented design that facilitates logging your 

progress as a runner� 

2nd edition, 184 p�, in color, 11 photos, 62 charts, ring binding, 5�83” x 8�27”

ISBN: 9781782551102

$ 16�95 US/£ 12�95 UK/¤ 15�95 EUR

Jeff Galloway
MENTAL TRAINING FOR RUNNERS 
No More Excuses!

Whether you’re an athlete or just want to stay fit and exercise, you need 

to train your mind just as much as you train your body! In this book, Jeff 

Galloway describes typical everyday situations and how to go out and run 

even if your brain is making up excuses�

3rd revised edition ,208 p�, in color, 38 photos, 6 illus�, paperback, 6 1/2" x 9 1/4"

ISBN: 9781782550839

$ 19�95 US/£ 12�95 UK/¤ 18�95 EUR

Galloway/Hannaford
RUNNING INJURIES
Treatment and Prevention

Written in a language that is easy to understand, this book offers tips 

on treating and avoiding injuries while running� Learn how injuries 

occur, how to prevent them, and how to heal them� There is also a 

section on coming back from an injury and exercising while injured�

168 p�, in color, 7 photos, 1 illus�, paperback, 6 1/2 ” x 9 1/4”

ISBN: 9781841262840

$ 16�95 US/£ 12�95 UK/¤ 16�95 EUR

Jeff & Barbara Galloway
WOMEN’S COMPLETE GUIDE TO RUNNING

This is the new edition of this comprehensive running guide for 

women, covering many fields such as motivation, nutrition, and much 

more� All of the exercises can fit into the busiest lifestyle—to relieve 

stress and enjoy a greater sense of vitality�

4th revised edition 

232 p�, in color, 50 photos + illus�, paperback, 6 1/2" x 9 1/4"

ISBN: 9781782551485

$ 16�95 US/£ 12�95 UK/¤ 16�95 EUR

NEW

NEW NEWJeff Galloway
BOSTON MARATHON 
How to Qualify!

This new edition is the perfect guide for all who dream of running one 

of the greatest races in the world: The Boston Marathon� Galloway’s 

successful training schedules include all elements needed to qualify�

3rd revised edition 

212 p�, in color, 26 photos + illus�, paperback, 6 1/2" x 9 1/4" 

ISBN: 9781782551492

$ 16�95 US/£ 12�95 UK/¤ 16�95 EUR
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Jeff Galloway
RUNNING – GETTING STARTED

Galloway offers an easy, step-by-step program� Tips are included on 

nutrition, staying motivated, building endurance, shoes, stretching, 

strengthening, and much more� Learn how to run while reducing and 

eliminating the aches and pains suffered during most training 

programs�

5th revised edition, 240 p�, in color, 51 photos, 4 illus�, paperback, 6 1/2" x 9 1/4"

ISBN: 9781782550549

$ 16�95 US/£ 12�95 UK/¤ 16�95 EUR

Jeff & Barbara Galloway
RUNNING & FAT BURNING FOR WOMEN

Couch potatoes and seasoned exercisers alike can improve wellbeing 

by implementing eating strategies and gentle segments of exercise� 

Learn about the process of fat deposition and burning, and how to 

gain control over both sides of the issue: intake and burn-off�

3rd edition 

200 p�, in color, 30 photos, paperback, 6 1/2" x 9 1/4" 

ISBN: 9781841262437

$ 17�95 US/£ 14�95 UK/¤ 16�95 EUR

Jeff Galloway
RUNNING UNTIL YOU’RE 100

Galloway believes that by using his Run Walk Run® method, most 

people can enjoy running until they’re 100 years old� Having worked 

with many runners in their 40s, 50s, 60s and 70s, Galloway combines 

his experience in this book and explains how to take care of feet and 

legs, stay motivated, and increase enjoyment�

4th edition, 224 p�, in color, 58 photos, 11 illus�, paperback, 6 1/2" x 9 1/4"

ISBN: 9781841263090

$ 16�95 US/£ 12�95 UK/¤ 16�95 EUR

Jeff Galloway
RUNNING – A YEAR ROUND PLAN

You don’t have to wonder what to do each day – this book will 

organize your running life, telling you how to run throughout the year 

to prepare for your goals� With each week’s workouts, you’ll receive a 

motivational tip suggesting how to increase your running enjoyment�

256 p�, in color, 47 photos, 62 illus�, paperback, 5 3/4" x 8 1/4" 

ISBN: 9781841261690

$ 17�95 US/£ 14�95 UK/¤ 16�95 EUR

Jeff Galloway
THE RUN WALK RUN® METHOD

Jeff’s innovative ideas have opened up the possibility of running and 

completing a marathon to almost everyone� Philosophically, Jeff 

believes that we were all designed to run and walk, and he keeps 

finding ways to bring more people into the positive world of exercise�

2nd revised edition

192 p�, in color, 38 photos, 13 charts, paperback, 6 1/2" x 9 1/4"

ISBN: 9781782550822

$ 19�95 US/£ 12�95 UK/¤ 18�95 EUR

Jeff Galloway
GALLOWAY’S 5K AND 10K RUNNING

Galloway offers an easy and time-efficient system to train for a 5K or 

10K� His unique system gives you control over fatigue while reducing 

or eliminating aches and pains� Successful schedules help beginners 

finish each workout strong, with time goal programs for veterans�

3rd edition

200 p�, in color, 39 photos, 30 illus�, paperback, 6 1/2" x 9 1/4"

ISBN: 9781841263366

$ 16�95 US/£ 12�95 UK/¤ 16�95 EUR

Jeff Galloway
NUTRITION FOR RUNNERS

Using material from renowned nutritionist Nancy Clark, Jeff Galloway 

gives the reader tips on what to eat, when to eat, how much to eat, 

and how to combine all that with your training schedule while still 

retaining the chance to enjoy other aspects of life�

232 p�, in color, 55 photos, 8 illus�, paperback, 6 1/2” x 9 1/4”

ISBN: 9781782550273

$ 15�95 US/£ 11�95 UK/¤ 15�95 EUR

Jeff Galloway & Brennan Galloway
AMERICA’S BEST TRAILS
The Most Beautiful Places to Run – Including Top Scenic Races

This book enhances the running experience by offering access to more 

than 50 very special running routes� It gives a preview of the scenery 

with directions to the start� The book also includes tips on training�

2nd revised edition 
304 pages, in color, 104 photos, 68 illus�, paperback, 6 1/2" x 9 1/4"

ISBN: 9781782550969 

$ 19�95 US/£ 13�95 UK/¤ 18�95 EUR

Jeff Galloway
TRAIL RUNNING

Jeff Galloway teaches you to start trail running the right way with his 

unique way of guaranteeing an injury free running style� The book 

covers training plans for beginners and advanced runners as well as 

a wide range of trail running equipment, especially the whole range 

of trail running shoes�

224 pages, in color, 60 photos, 2 illus�, paperback, 6 1/2" x 9 1/4"

ISBN: 9781782550112 

$ 18�95 US/£ 14�95 UK/¤ 18�95 EUR

Jeff Galloway
CROSS-COUNTRY RUNNING

Learn all you need to know to train for cross-country races� Galloway’s 

successful training program explains how to build endurance, train 

and race on varied terrain, implement speed training, develop race 

strategies, and maximize performance, all while keeping the risk of 

injury to a minimum�

2nd edition, 216 p�, in color, 28 photos, 6 illus�, paperback, 6 1/2" x 9 1/4"

ISBN: 9781841263038

$ 18�95 US/£ 14�95 UK/¤ 18�95 EUR

Jeff Galloway
HALF-MARATHON 
You Can Do It

If you are thinking about training for a half-marathon, Jeff Galloway 

can help you prepare well, enjoy the training and glow from the 

achievement of crossing the finish line� The book is loaded with tips 

on how to stay motivated and eliminate aches, pains, and injuries�

5th edition, 216 p�, in color, 63 photos, 20 illus�, paperback, 6 1/2" x 9 1/4"

ISBN: 9781841263335

$ 16�95 US/£ 12�95 UK/¤ 16�95 EUR

Jeff & Barbara Galloway
HALF-MARATHON: A COMPLETE GUIDE FOR WOMEN

This book offers a step-by-step program for women that starts with 

setting up your training each week� Jeff and Barbara will show you 

how to select a realistic goal  and which workouts are needed to 

prepare for various performances� The book deals with issues specific 

to women as well as universal ones�

216 p�, in color, 59 photos, 11 illus�, paperback, 6 1/2" x 9 1/4" 

ISBN: 9781841263663

$ 18�95 US/£ 14�95 UK/¤ 18�95 EUR
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Jeff Galloway
WALKING 
The Complete Book

Get moving, avoid aches and pains, and enjoy a more energetic life� 

Whether you are just starting to walk around the block, or have been 

active for years, this book will make you want to walk every day, as it helps 

you improve the experience� Learn how to keep moving forward – for life�

216 p�, in color, 48 photos, 16 illus�, paperback, 5 3/4" x 8 1/4" 

ISBN: 9781841261706

$ 17�95 US/£ 12�95 UK/¤ 14�95 EUR

Keith Livingstone
HEALTHY INTELLIGENT TRAINING
The Proven Principles of Arthur Lydiard

The proven principles of the Runner’s World “Coach of the Century” have 

guided many athletes to world records and Olympic Gold medals� Now 

you can plan your own campaigns and understand exactly what you‘re 

doing at every step� 

3rd edition, 280 p�, in color, 76 photos 53 illus�, paperback, 6 1/2" x 9 1/4"

ISBN: 9781841263113

$ 19�95 US/£ 14�95 UK/¤ 19�95 EUR

van Dijk/van Megen
THE SECRET OF RUNNING 
Maximum Performance Gains Through Effective Power 
Metering and Training Analysis

This textbook for serious runners and their coaches explains all factors 

determining performance� It contains new insights on balancing the 

power of the human engine and power requirements� 

480 p�, in color, 118 photos, 113 illus�, 119 charts, paperback, 7�7" x 10"

ISBN: 9781782551096

$ 35�00 US/£ 26�95 UK/¤ 30�95 EUR

Lydiard/Gilmour 
RUNNING WITH LYDIARD 
Greatest Running Coach of All Time

Arthur Lydiard’s name has been related to the outstanding success of New 

Zealand athletes at the 1960 Olympics and his training plans precipitated 

an athletic revolution� This updated edition contains a foreword by Terry 

Crawford, Director of Coaching, USATF�

3rd edition, 240 p�, b/w, 29 photos, 1 illus�, 30 charts, paperback, 5 1/2” x 8 1/2”

ISBN: 9781782551188

$ 14�95 US/£ 14�95 UK/¤ 13�95 EUR

Gary Dudney 
THE MINDFUL RUNNER 
Finding Your Inner Focus

This book explores the mental side of running, helping runners to tap their 

inner resources and cope with the hardest parts of running� It builds on 

the author’s first running book, The Tao of Running, but broadens the focus 

to all running distances�

250 p�, b/w, 20 photos + illus�, paperback, 5 1/2” x 8 1/2”

ISBN: 9781782551539

$ 14�95 US/£ 11�95 UK/¤ 14�95 EUR

Gary Dudney
THE TAO OF RUNNING
Your Journey to Mindful and Passionate Running

This book offers a fresh perspective on the mental side of running while 

entertaining with vivid tales of running adventures� Going well beyond the 

standard advice found in most running books, it guides runners to a wider 

understanding of how running fits into their own goals and life philosophy� 

304 p�, b/w, 45 photos, paperback, 5 1/2" x 8 1/2"

ISBN: 9781782550754

$ 14�95 US/£ 12�95 UK/¤ 13�95 EUR

Arthur Lydiard
RUNNING TO THE TOP

Arthur Lydiard presents techniques of middle- and long-distance 

running� His description of a systematic training program for 

beginners and top runners is based on a clear defined conception of 

fitness� The book includes tips on equipment and outfit, nutrition, 

prevention of injury, and therapy� 

3rd edition, 200 p�, in color, 10 photos, 24 illus�, paperback, 6 1/2" x 9 1/4" 

ISBN: 9781841263359

$ 18�95 US/£ 14�95 UK/¤ 18�95 EUR

Nancy Clark
NANCY CLARK’S FOOD GUIDE FOR MARATHONERS

Complete an entire marathon with energy to spare� Nancy Clark shows 

you how in this book, offering you the best advice on topics such as 

balancing carbohydrates, protein, and fat in your diet, choosing the 

best snacks, losing weight while staying energetic, and carbohydrate 

loading�

5th revised edition, 168 p�, in color, 61 photos, paperback, 6 1/2" x 9 1/4"

ISBN: 9781841263229

$ 16�95 US/£ 12�95 UK/¤ 16�95 EUR

Wolfgang Olbrich
ULTRAMARATHON TRAINING

Runners are provided with plans for 50km 100km, 24hr and multi-day races 

and shown how to achieve these performances� The training required is 

also possible for interested marathon runners and is not so very different 

from good marathon training� Information on correct nutrition, orthopedic 

problems, typical injuries, and even mental training are presented�

240 p�, in color, 170 photos, 40 illus�, paperback, 6 1/2" x 9 1/4"

ISBN: 9781841263625

$ 18�95 US/£ 14�95 UK/¤ 18�95 EUR

NEW
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Holly Zimmermann 
ULTRAMARATHON MOM
From the Sahara to the Arctic

This is the unique story of a mother who ran some of the world’s most 

difficult and dangerous foot races� Forrest-Gump-like happenstances 

paired with practical tips make this book a must-read for ultrarunners�

200 p�, b/w, 20 photos + illus�, paperback, 5 1/2” x 8 1/2”

ISBN: 9781782551393

$ 14�95 US/£ 11�95 UK/¤ 14�95 EUR

Scott Ludwig 
RUNNING OUT OF GAS
A Lifelong Runner‘s Take on Slowing Down

A humorous take on how a lifelong runner can slow down gracefully� 

With the author’s personal running anecdotes, the book will appeal to 

all runners of all ages and abilities�

336 p�, b/w, 18 photos, paperback, 5 1/2” x 8 1/2”

ISBN: 9781782551270

$ 16�95 US/£ 13�95 UK/¤ 16�95 EUR

Scott Ludwig
RUNNINNG TO EXTREMES
The Legendary Athletes of Ultrarunning

This book profiles some of the most prolific endurance athletes in the 

world� Their achievements and their stories will inspire you and ignite 

your passion for living life to the fullest� One part is dedicated to the 

‘Father of American Ultrarunning,’ Ted Corbitt�

264 p�, b/w, 17 photos, paperback, 5 1/2” x 8 1/2”

ISBN: 9781782550808

$ 14�95 US/£ 9�95 UK/¤ 13�95 EUR

Scott Ludwig
A FEW DEGREES FROM HELL
White Hot Tales from the Badwater Ultramarathon

Twenty-five runners tell of their adventures in arguably the absolute 

toughest of ‘the toughest footrace on the planet‘ – the good, the bad 

and yes, the ugly – in this incredible and fascinating compilation�

208 p�, b/w, 31 photos, 3 illus�, paperback, 6 1/2" x 9 1/4"

ISBN: 9781782550037

$ 16�95 US/£ 12�95 UK/¤ 16�95 EUR

Geoff Hollister
OUT OF NOWHERE
The Inside Story of How Nike Marketed the Culture of Running

Get an inside look into the humble beginnings of what is now the largest 

sports and fitness company in the world – Nike� Geoff Hollister 

describes his 33-year journey at the center of the company that not only 

changed the world of athletic apparel, but the business of sport itself�

2nd revised edition, 328 p� with 32 color p�, 68 photos, paperback, 6 1/2" x 9 1/4"

ISBN: 9781841262345

$ 19�95 US/£ 14�95 UK/¤ 19�95 EUR

Scott Ludwig
RUNNING ULTRAS
To the Edge of Exhaustion

The book chronicles the author’s journey (the training, the races and the 

people he met along the way) to complete his personal quest of running 

four major ultramarathons: The JFK 50-Mile Run, Badwater Ultramarathon, 

Western States Endurance Run and the Comrades Marathon�  

352 p�, b/w, 23 photos, paperback, 5 1/2” x 8 1/4”

ISBN: 9781782550464

$ 14�95 US/£ 9�95 UK/¤ 14�95 EUR

Klaus Schwanbeck
THE ULTIMATE NORDIC POLE WALKING BOOK

If you are a walking beginner, an advanced walker or just like to walk 

with friends, this is the right book for you� Based on 400 scientific 

studies, this book gives an easy-to-read and comprehensive insight 

into the benefits of Nordic Pole Walking and walking exercise�

3rd edition, 248 p�, in color, 289 photos, 31 illus�, paperback, 6 1/2" x 9 1/4"

ISBN: 9781782550433

$ 18�95 US/£ 14�95 UK/¤ 18�95 EUR

Lucy Wyndham-Read
WALK OFF THE WEIGHT
Fitness | Nutrition | Anti-Aging – 21 days is all it takes

If you are a walking beginner, an advanced walker or just like to walk 

with friends, this is the right book for you� Based on 400 scientific 

studies, this book gives an easy-to-read and comprehensive insight 

into the benefits of Nordic Pole Walking and walking exercise�

168 p�, in color, 186 photos, 11 illus�, paperback, 6 1/2" x 9 1/4"

ISBN: 9781782550778

$ 19�95 US/£ 12�95 UK/¤ 18�95 EUR

Barth/Beck/Janka (Eds�)
THE COMPLETE GUIDE TO FENCING

This teaching and reference book covers the most important concepts 

of training theory in the sport of fencing and their methodological 

application� Internationally renowned scientists and long-time 

successful trainers created a book that is unique in fencing literature�

2nd revised edition

412 p�, in color, 37 photos, 101 illus�, 25 charts, paperback, 6 1/2” x 9 1/4”

ISBN: 9781782551119

$ 36�00 US/£ 27�00 UK/¤ 32�00 EUR

Famous Fencers:

 ∆ Bruce Dickinson, the lead singer of Iron Maiden – foil� 

 ∆ Neil Diamond, entertainer – saber� 

 ∆ Prince Albert of Monaco – saber�

 ∆ General George Patton, competed in fencing in the 1912 Olympics�

 ∆ Movie star Jerry O‘Connell – saber�

Barth/Barth
TRAINING FENCING

Moving on from Learning Fencing, this book explains tactics and 

technique and why fencers must improve strength, endurance, and 

speed� Through the exercises in this book, young fencers learn how to 

manage their development and take responsibility for their own 

behavior�

2nd edition, 152 p�, in color, 21 photos, 249 illus�, paperback, 5 3/4" x 8 1/4" 

ISBN: 9781841260969

$ 14�95 US/£ 9�95 UK/¤ 14�95 EUR

Barth/Barth
LEARNING FENCING
A Training and Activity Book for 6- to 10-Year-Olds

This book, written in an easy style and containing motivating 

illustrations, was written for young fencers� By inviting the children to 

solve individual tasks, the book achieves the feel of an activity book� 

3rd revised edition

160 p�, in color, 35 photos, 184 illus�, paperback, 6 1/2” x 9 1/4”

ISBN: 9781782551133

$ 14�95 US/£ 11�95 UK/¤ 13�95 EUR
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Prof� Dr� Elmar Wienecke
TOP PERFORMANCE IN BUSINESS AND SPORTS
Maximum Energy for Professionals and Athletes

This book provides tips on how to improve your quality of life and 

performance and how to stay healthy and productive by recognizing 

and correcting biochemical disorders� 

224 p�, in color, 36 photos + illus�, paperback, 6 1/2" x 9 1/4" 

ISBN: 9781782550556

$ 14�95 US/£ 9�95 UK/¤ 14�95 EUR

Michael Limmer 
THE PERFECT WEDDING WORKOUT
Look Your Best on the Big Day in Just 10 Weeks

This book is the perfect fitness program for every bride who wants to 

look her best on her wedding day, and it only takes 10 weeks� It shares 

the secrets of a target-oriented diet and includes professional beauty 

tips for a perfect wedding look� 

216 p�, in color, 215 photos + illus�, paperback, 6 1/2" x 9 1/4" 

ISBN: 9781782551461

$ 16�95 US/£ 12�95 UK/¤ 16�95 EUR

Tom Seabourne 
YOUR BEST ABS
Revolutionary Core Workouts  
for a Stronger, Flatter Stomach

This book presents workouts that will tighten the core to sculpt the 

stomach and enhance performance� It includes stretching, power 

training, and a nutrition plan for maximum results� 

250 p�, in color, 100 photos + illus�, paperback, 6 1/2" x 9 1/4" 

ISBN: 9781782551454

$ 16�95 US/£ 12�95 UK/¤ 16�95 EUR

Asker Jeukendrup (ed�)
SPORTS NUTRITION 
From Lab to Kitchen

Bridging the gap between science and practice is important for 

athletes so they can easily understand and implement changes in 

nutrition that help performance or recovery� Leaders in the field 

reveal the latest developments in nutrition science� 

2nd edition, 200 p�, in color, 61 photos, 47 illus�, paperback, 6 1/2" x 9 1/4" 

ISBN: 9781841262963

$ 19�95 US/£ 14�95 UK/¤ 19�95 EUR

Irina Kartaly  
POLE DANCE FITNESS
The Complete Book with over 300 Exercises

This is a guide to performing the best pole dance exercises to create 

your own workout� Technical notes for each pole figure and spin 

relate to its level of difficulty so you can perform exercises according 

to your abilities� 

416 p�, in color, 745 photos, paperback, 7�7” x 10”

ISBN: 9781782551263

$ 27�95 US/£ 21�95 UK/¤ 27�95 EUR

Singh/Gerdes/Ralf/Kistenmacher  
DUNGEONS & WORKOUTS
From Weak and Meek to Buff and Tough

This richly illustrated book combines fitness training with gaming 

and roleplaying� It includes various exercises that gradually become 

more difficult, which makes it is the ultimate training guide for all 

gamers who want to become more fit� 

248 p�, in color, 74 photos, 49 illus�, paperback, 7�7” x 10”

ISBN: 9781782551348

$ 24�95 US/£ 19�95 UK/¤ 24�95 EUR

Marmól/Jacomet 
ANATOMY & MASSAGE
Detailed & Illustrated Techniques, Including  
New Insights into Massaging Myofascial Tissue

Anatomy & Massage is a guide for anyone interested in learning more 

about this massage discipline� It includes an approach to massaging 

deep-level tissues and is supplemented with 21 tutorial videos� 

160 p�, in color, 150 photos + illus�, paperback, 8�3” x 10�8”

ISBN: 9781782551386

$ 26�95 US/£ 19�95 UK/¤ 26�95 EUR

Bompa/Blumenstein/Hoffmann/Howell/Orbach
INTEGRATED PERIODIZATION IN  
SPORTS TRAINING & ATHLETIC DEVELOPMENT

This book is the first to use integrated periodization from Bompa’s 

Theory and Methodology of Sports Training� It represents the work of 

world-renowned experts in sports training, nutrition, and psychology 

who have trained Olympic and elite athletes�  

250 p�, b&w, 150 photos + illus�, paperback, 8 1/2” x 11”

ISBN: 9781782551416

$ 34�95 US/£ 24�95 UK/¤ 34�95 EUR

Lamar & Chris Lowery 
FUNCTIONAL FITNESS AT HOME
The BEST Bodyweight and Small Equipment Exercises

The authors, experts in functional training, present effective 

exercises that can easily be done at home or outside with your own 

body weight or small exercise equipment� Fitness enthusiasts and 

beginners can improve their performance with this book� 

176 p�, in color, 418 photos, 4 illus�, 20 charts, paperback, 7�7” x 10”

ISBN: 9781782551218

$ 22�95 US/£ 18�95 UK/¤ 21�95 EUR

Diehl/Grewe 
MY FITNESS JOURNAL
365 Days of Fitness� Keep Track of Your Progress

Record your progress and prevent your workout sessions from 

stagnating with this 365-day fitness journal� You can make regular 

progress checks, including progress photos, to keep track of how much 

your fitness level is advancing� 

208 p�, b/w, hardcover, 6 1/2” x 9 1/4”

ISBN: 9781782551294

$ 9�95 US/£ 9�95 UK/¤ 9�95 EUR

Galloway/Parker/Patrick Mohan
THE WOMEN'S GUIDE TO HEALTH
Run Walk Run®, Eat Right, and Feel Better

This action guide combines Galloway’s Run Walk Run® programs with 

the best available medical knowledge for using Run Walk Run® and the 

Mediterranean diet as key treatment modalities for chronic medical 

conditions related to excess body weight� 

216 p�, b/w, 52 photos, 12 illus�, 18 charts, paperback, 5 1/2” x 8 1/2”

ISBN: 9781782551232

$ 12�95 US/£ 10�95 UK/¤ 11�95 EUR

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW
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Morán (author)/Arechabala (illus�)
MUSCLE EXERCISES ENCYCLOPEDIA

This book describes over 440 exercises with comments and figures 

based on empirical know-how and scientific research� It includes all of 

the basic and less-common exercises with comments and anatomical 

illustrations� It is an authentic encyclopedia of exercises�

2nd edition

320 p�, in color, 626 anatomical illus�, 3 charts, paperback, 8 1/4" x 11 1/2"

ISBN: 9781841263502

$ 24�95 US/£ 16�95 UK/¤ 24�95 EUR

David Knox
BODY SCHOOL 
A New Guide to Improved Movement in Daily Life

Body School is a user-friendly guide to making your body last a 

lifetime� Whether you are looking to improve your skills or find a 

solution to an ongoing injury or chronic pain, you will find help in 

these pages� The content is clearly laid out and easy to follow�

358 p�, in color, 364 photos, paperback, 7�7" x 10"

ISBN: 9781782550587

$ 34�95 US/£ 22�95 UK/¤ 30�95 EUR

Mueller/Hertzer
TRAIN YOUR FASCIA, TONE YOUR BODY
The Successful Method to Form Firm Connective Tissue

Fascia is a building network in our body that gives us support, structure, 

and form� It must be trained in addition to muscles in order to get rid of 

cellulite and a flabby bottom� In cooperation with Robert Schleip, PhD, a 

renowned researcher of fascia, Divo Mueller has developed new exercises�

192 p�, in color, 264 photos, 27 illus�, paperback, 6 1/2” x 9 1/4”

ISBN: 9781782551171

$ 16�95 US/£ 13�95 UK/¤ 15�95 EUR

Krohn-Hansen/Berget
SLING TRAINING

Sling Training is the ultimate guide to bodyweight suspension 

training� 100 exercises range from easy to extreme, from targeting 

simple muscles to full-body movements� Sling Training features 20 

sport-specific programs by top experts�

208 p�, in color, 504 photos, 98 illus�, paperback, 6 1/2” x 9 1/4”

ISBN: 9781782550181

$ 16�95 US/£ 12�95 UK/¤ 16�95 EUR

Guido Bruscia
THE FUNCTIONAL TRAINING BIBLE

Functional training is easy, fast and fun� The book contains three 

parts: The theoretical part explains the ‘why’ at the foundation of 

functional training; the practical part contains bodyweight exercises 

and exercises with various tools (e�g� sandbags, kettlebells); and the 

final section proposes several specific training programs�

512 p�, in color, 657 photos, 26 illus�, paperback, 7�7” x 10”

ISBN: 9781782550457

$ 24�95 US/£ 19�95 UK/¤ 24�95 EUR

Lucy Wyndham-Read
BODY TONING FOR WOMEN

Bodyweight Training | Nutrition | Motivation — 
21 days is all it takes

This book is like having your own personal trainer with its clear 

instructions and tips on how to select the right exercises for you� With 

it, you can sculpt the body you have always wanted!

208 p�, in color, 246 photos, 6 illus�, paperback, 6 1/2” x 9 1/4”

ISBN: 9781782550716

$ 19�95 US/£ 13�95 UK/¤ 17�95 EUR

Gunda Slomka
THE FASCIAL NETWORK
Train and Improve Your Posture, Strength and Flexibility

Fascia have many functions in the human body and this book provides 

you with everything you need to improve them� The first part contains 

an overview of the development and anatomy of the connective tissue� 

This is followed by a practical part with many ideas for your training� 

280 p�, in color, 336 photos, 47 illus�, paperback, 6 1/2” x 9 1/4”

ISBN: 9781782550693

$ 29�95 US/£ 19�95 UK/¤ 26�95 EUR

Lamar Lowery
FUNCTIONAL FITNESS
The Personal Trainer’s Guide

Functional Fitness provides intense workouts to reach maximum 

results� Detailed descriptions and photos make this an easy-to-

understand guide for any personal trainer� 

288 p�, in color, 488 photos, 13 illus�, 13 charts, paperback, 6 1/2” x 9 1/4”

ISBN: 9781782550945

$ 24�95 US/£ 17�95 UK/¤ 22�95 EUR

Paul Collins
KETTLEBELL CONDITIONING 
Functional Strength and Power Drills

The unique shape of the kettlebell challenges the whole body� In this 

book, Paul Collins allows you to learn the basic strength and swing 

pattern drills before more complex power orientated movement patterns�

2nd edition, 192 p�, in color, 457 photos, 13 illus�, paperback 6 1/2" x 9 1/4"

ISBN: 9781841263168

$ 16�95 US/£ 12�95 UK/¤ 16�95 EUR

Paul Collins
DYNAMIC DUMBBELL TRAINING

Paul Collins’ Dynamic Dumbbell Training and 3-Stage Dynamic 

Dumbbell Training System is aimed at improving everyday lifestyle 

and athletic movement patterns� 

272 p�, in color, 490 photos, 28 illus�, paperback, 6 1/2" x 9 1/4"

ISBN 9781841263106

$ 18�95 US/£ 14�95 UK/¤ 18�95 EUR

Frank Sommer
VIGORROBIC  
The Training Plan to Boost Your Sex Life

Learn how to exercise potency in this first book written about the 

subject� Get your questions answered about the phases of erection, 

possible causes of their disturbances, trainability of potency, and how 

to train to steady the erection�

2nd edition, 200 p�, in color, 115 photos, 27 illus�, paperback, 6 1/2" x 9 1/4" 

ISBN: 9781782550150

$ 18�95 US/£ 14�95 UK/¤ 16�95 EUR
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Morán (author)/Arechabala (illus�)
STRETCHING EXERCISES ENCYCLOPEDIA

This book offers a general theory of muscle stretching� Anatomical 

pictures explain the different muscle groups involved in each 

exercise� A test to measure the degree of joint mobility is also 

included� Helpful tricks, tips and recommendations for all proficency 

levels complete the encyclopedia�

2nd edition, 240 p�, in color, 265 anatomical illus�, paperback, 8 1/4" x 11 1/2"

ISBN: 9781841263519

$ 19�95 US/£ 14�95 UK/¤ 19�95 EUR

Ilona E� Gerling
TEACHING CHILDREN’S GYMNASTICS

Spotting and securing are two essential safety concerns when it 

comes to teaching and training gymnastics� This book takes a close 

look at what this really means and how it must be done� It is a 

revolutionary teaching idea, which teaches even the youngest 

children how to spot each other safely�

2nd revised edition, 248 p�, 39 photos, 394 illus�, paperback, 6 1/2" x 9 1/4"

ISBN: 9781841262765

$ 16�95 US/£ 12�95 UK/¤ 16�95 EUR

Michael Blume
ACROBATICS
for Children & Teenagers

This book teaches the basics of partner acrobatics with children and 

teenagers� It shows the reader how to organize practice sessions 

and arrange performances� A practical section presents simple 

acrobatic figures that have proved to be of value in practice�

184 pages, in color, 120 photos, 62 illus�, paperback, 6 1/2" x 9 1/4" 

ISBN: 9781782550136 

$ 18�95 US/£ 14�95 UK/¤ 18�95 EUR

Jack Kelly 
OVER & ABOVE
Trampoline Gymnastics

Jack Kelly, one of the most successful coaches in trampoline 

gymnastics, outlines a process for developing world class skills� His 

methods have helped remodel the technique of numerous advanced 

performers, enabling them to break through to the next level� 

304 p�, in color, 41 photos, 44 illus�, Paperback, 6 1/2” x 9 1/4”

ISBN: 9781782550341

$ 29�95 US/£ 22�95 UK/¤ 29�95 EUR

Caruso/Barnhart
TO LEARN
Fathom Your Learning Principles to Become a Better Leader

“Why are we here?” The authors' answer is, “To learn�” Their book can 

provide you with tools for improving your own learning, the key to growth 

and improvement in your relationships with those you have come to 

guide–be it students, workers, followers or customers� 

400 p�, b/w, 2 photos�, 2 charts, paperback, 5 1/2" x 8 1/2"

ISBN: 9781782551034

$ 19�95 US/£ 16�95 UK/¤ 18�95 EUR

Justin Roberts 
BEST SEAT IN THE HOUSE
Your Backstage Pass Through My WWE Journey

This is the story of a passionate professional wrestling fan who wanted 

nothing more than to be the ring announcer for World Wrestling 

Entertainment� Justin Roberts gives an in-depth look at his journey and 

wrestling fans get an exclusive insight behind the scenes of wrestling� 

336 p�, b/w, with color inlay, 97 photos, hardcover, 6” x 9”

ISBN: 9781782551157

$ 24�95 US/£ 18�95 UK/¤ 22�95 EUR

Kapsalis/Gregory
THE LEADERSHIP CODE
Using Life's Lessons to Inspire Others

In this book, you’ll read about the different places in life where leadership 

presents itself: in a family, in sports, and in business� It explores that 

unconventional notion of personal leadership and blends it with the 

conventional perception by telling the journey of Paul “Whitey” Kapsalis� 

200 p�, b/w, 10 photos + illus�, paperback, 5 1/2” x 8 1/2”

ISBN: 9781782551027

$ 14�95 US/£ 12�95 UK/¤ 13�95 EUR

AIKIDO

Bodo Roedel
AIKIDO – THE BASICS

Aikido is a highly developed martial art form based on standardized 

principles� The basic techniques of Aikido and their implementation 

are explained in the numerous examples in this book� The content is 

based on the mainstream practice of the worldwide Aikido 

Organization (Aikikai)�

2nd edition, 344 p�, in color, 836 photos, 7 illus�, paperback, 6 1/2" x 9 1/4"

ISBN: 9781841263021

$ 19�95 US/£14�95 UK/¤ 19�95 EUR
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JUDOPfeiffer/Bauer
JUDO – NAGE-NO-KATA

Nage-no-Kata – the forms of throwing – deals with throwing 

techniques used in Judo� The book is aimed at providing the 

newcomer to Kata as well as the Kata club instructor with up-to-date 

lessons that can be used immediately on the mat without any other 

preparation�

112 p�, in color, 515 photos, 33 illus�, paperback, 6 1/2" x 9 1/4"

ISBN: 9781841262802

$ 14�95 US/£ 9�95 UK/¤ 14�95 EUR

Joachim Grupp
SHOTOKAN KARATE – KIHON, KUMITE, KATA

This manual offers assistance to all Shotokan Karateka to use when 

training or intensively preparing skills� Kihon techniques, Kumite 

forms, as well as free-fighting and basic Katas are described in detail� 

This is a complete package for those wishing to improve themselves�

2nd revised edition 

160 p�, in color, 150 photos, 6 illus�, paperback, 6 1/2" x 9 1/4"

ISBN: 9781841262819

$ 17�95 US/£ 12�95 UK/¤ 16�95 EUR

Joachim Grupp
SHOTOKAN KARATE KUMITE

Following on from KIHON and KATA, this fourth book in the series 

covers the third pillar of Shotokan Karate – KUMITE – meaning 

sparring� Using numerous photos, the Karateka is led step-by-step 

through the techniques� Tips on self-defense round off the subject�

168 p�, in color, 509 photos, 11 illus�, paperback, 6 1/2" x 9 1/4"

ISBN: 9781841261515

$ 17�95 US/£ 12�95 UK/¤ 16�95 EUR

Joachim Grupp
SHOTOKAN KARATE KATA VOL� 2

The master Kata described in this book belong to the advanced 

repertoire and carry on from the Kata introduced in Volume 1� There are 

9 Shotokan Kata with Bunkai in this book, completing the list: Sochin, 

Meikyo, Chinte, Kanku-Sho, Wankan, Ji’in, Jitte, Gankaku, and Unsu�

2nd edition

152 p�, two-color print, 682 photos, paperback, 5 3/4" x 8 1/4" 

ISBN: 9781841260914

$ 17�95 US/£ 12�95 UK/¤ 16�90 EUR

Joachim Grupp
SHOTOKAN KARATE KATA VOL� 1

The Kata are the backbone of Karate� Continually practicing them 

allows the whole spectrum of possibilities contained in Karate to be 

revealed� They consist of a multitude of techniques, which permit 

defense in close contact as well as at medium and long distance�

2nd revised edition 

216 p�, in color, 965 photos, 13 illus�, paperback, 6 1/2" x 9 1/4"

ISBN: 9781841262826

$ 19�95 US/£ 14�95 UK/¤ 18�95 EUR

Hoeller/Maluschka
FULL CONTACT KARATE TRAINING

K1, UFC, Kyokushinkai, and Muay Thai are enjoying ever increasing 

popularity� People practicing Martial Arts, who want to train and fight 

in the Full Contact manner, will find a systematic guide to the 

development and long-term build up of their training in this book� It 

also provides a concept for effective self-defense�

200 p�, in color, 474 photos, 31 illus�, paperback 6 1/2" x 9 1/4"

ISBN: 9781841263205

$ 18�95 US/£ 14�95 UK/¤ 18�95 EUR

Helmut Kogel
THE SECRET KARATE TECHNIQUES
Kata Bunkai 

The varied facets of Karate first become obvious to the Karate student 

after many years of intensive training and study of the roots of 

Okinawa’s Martial Arts� This book guides you through the theoretical and 

historical background and the practice of the secret techniques�

248 p�, in color, 486 photos, 3 illus�, paperback, 6 1/2" x 9 1/4"

ISBN: 9781841262895

$ 19�95 US/£ 14�95 UK/¤ 19�95 EUR

Hoeller/Maluschka
TAEKWONDO – SELF-DEFENSE

This book presents the best Taekwondo techniques and training 

forms for the reader to develop his or her own self-defense strategies 

by using the exercises presented, allowing for a greater chance of 

successfully responding to dangerous situations in everyday life�

224 p�, in color, 217 photos, 8 illus�, paperback, 5 3/4" x 8 1/4"

ISBN: 9781841261348

$ 17�95 US/£ 12�95 UK/¤ 18�90 EUR

TAEKWONDO
In Korean, tae (태) means "to strike or break with foot"; 

kwon (권) means "to strike or break with fist"; 

and do (도) means "way", "method", or "path"� 

Thus, taekwondo may be loosely translated as "the way of 
the foot and the hand�"

TAEKW
ONDO

Dornemann/Rumpf
TAEKWONDO KIDS 
From White Belt to Yellow/Green Belt

This practical guide to Taekwondo has been especially written with 

kids in mind� It serves as an accompaniment to training and provides 

an introduction to this sport� Using simple language and illus�, all the 

exercises can be carried out without any difficulty�

2nd edition, 144 p�, in color, 116 illus�, paperback, 6 1/2" x 9 1/4"

ISBN: 9781782550211

$ 14�95 US/£ 9�95 UK/¤ 14�95 EUR

Dornemann/Rumpf
TAEKWONDO KIDS 
From Green Belt to Blue Belt

This is the second book of the Taekwondo instruction series� Over 100 

colored manga-style drawings are included to set the scene� The 

techniques, exercises and tips for the grading program, in accordance 

with WTF rules, have been written to match the children‘s ages�

144 p�, in color, 151 illus�, paperback, 6 1/2" x 9 1/4"

ISBN: 9781841262406

$14�95 US/£ 9�95 UK/¤ 14�95 EUR
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Reinisch/Hoeller/Maluschka
THE SECRETS OF KYUSHO – PRESSURE POINT FIGHTING

Every action in Martial Arts and self-defense aims at discovering the 

opponent‘s weak points, exploiting and finally disabling the opponent 

without injury or to bring him under control� The book explains the 

theoretical background and the method of learning Kyusho, which 

specialises in finding those weak spots in a more direct way�

232 p�, in color, 638 photos, 35 illus�, paperback, 6 1/2" x 9 1/4"

ISBN: 9781841263618

$ 19�95 US/£ 14�95 UK/¤ 19�95 EUR

Carsten Draheim
KRAV MAGA
A Comprehensive Guide for Individuals, Security,  
Law Enforcement and Armed Forces

This book decodes the system of Krav Maga and explains its elements 

instead of limiting itself to the presentation of techniques� It provides 

valuable instructions for teaching this modern system of self-defense� 

232 p�, in color, 215 photos, paperback, 6 1/2” x 9 1/4”

ISBN: 9781782551010

$ 29�95 US/£ 22�95 UK/¤ 27�95 EUR

Justin Roberts 
BEST SEAT IN THE HOUSE
Your Backstage Pass Through My WWE Journey

This is the story of a passionate professional wrestling fan who wanted 

nothing more than to be the ring announcer for World Wrestling 

Entertainment� Justin Roberts gives an in-depth look at his journey and 

wrestling fans get an exclusive insight behind the scenes of wrestling� 

336 p�, b/w, with color inlay, 97 photos, hardcover, 6” x 9”

ISBN: 9781782551157

$ 24�95 US/£ 18�95 UK/¤ 22�95 EUR

Witfeld/Gerling/Pach
THE ULTIMATE PARKOUR  
& FREERUNNING BOOK

This book contains precise illustrations for the teaching of all basic 

techniques, easy to follow movement breakdowns, and methodical 

tips for indoor and outdoor training� It includes history, philosophy, 

rules of behavior, training advice, and interviews�

2nd edition, 328 p�, in color, 559 photos, 127 illus�, paperback, 6 1/2" x 9 1/4"

ISBN: 9781782550204

$ 19�95 US/£ 14�95 UK/¤ 19�95 EUR

PARKOUR
”Parkour to me is like flight mastery for those brief amounts of airtime that 

gravity allows us humans� It is total kinesthetic awareness and confidence 

that you have control in any situation, be it 6 inches off the ground or 15 

stories up, standing, upside down, or backwards� It‘s knowing just how long 

you‘re going to be in the air, recognizing all the different possible 

movements you could do with your body in that time, and continuing your 

flow through to your landing�“  Tim Shieff 

Barth/Dreilich
LEARNING SHOOTING SPORTS
Archery – Rifle – Pistol

Whether you shoot at cans or at targets, with balls, arrows, lasers or, 

later on, with actual sport ammunition, you want to be able to hit your 

target� That requires knowledge of your sport, the proper technique, 

and equipment� This book makes a great practice companion�

152 p�, in color, 80 photos, 151 illus�, paperback, 6 1/2" x 9 1/4" 

ISBN: 9781841262949

$ 14�95 US/£ 9�95 UK/¤ 14�95 EUR

Barth/Dreilich
TRAINING SHOOTING SPORTS
Rifle – Pistol

Have you already learned the basics of shooting sports and want to 

continue to improve your technique? In this book you will find 

important training tips for rifle and pistol� The little stork accompanies 

you throughout the book giving lots of tips and brainteasers�

152 p�, in color, 64 photos, 242 illus�, paperback, 6 1/2" x 9 1/4"

ISBN: 9781841263052

$ 14�95 US/£ 9�95 UK/¤ 14�95 EUR

Joao De Macedo
HOW TO BE A SURFER

This book shares and teaches the techniques and philosophy 

of surfers and surfing� A unique combination of photos, 

illustrations, and an internationally recognized coaching 

method teach surfing in a simple, yet profound way, using 

the 7-step coaching method to describe fundamental skills�

176 p�, in color, 482 photos, 38 illus�, paperback, 8" x 8"

ISBN: 9781841262017

$ 24�95 US/£ 17�95 UK/¤ 23�95 EUR

SURFING

Joel Steinman, M�D�
SURFING & HEALTH

A must for surfers and all health professionals involved with this 

sport, this A-to-Z guide covers all major aspects of surfers‘ health, 

offering expert medical advice on acute and chronic surfing injuries, 

including treatment, rehabilitation, and preventative strategies 

based on Pilates�

536 p�, in color, 512 photos, 253 illus�, paperback, 6 1/2" x 9 1/4" 

ISBN: 9781841262635

$ 24�95 US/£ 17�95 UK/¤ 23�95 EUR

Diel/Menges
SURFING 
In Search of the Perfect Wave

Gain an insight into this fascinating sport on your journey to becoming 

a genuine surfer� A short history of riding waves is followed by a 

beginner’s guide, which looks at equipment, and techniques�

2nd revised edition

200 p�, in color, 4 photos,14 illus�, paperback, 6 1/2" x 9 1/4" 

ISBN: 9781841262413

$ 19�95 US/£ 14�95 UK/¤ 19�95 EUR
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Barth/Dietze
LEARNING SWIMMING

Everyone needs to know how to swim� Not only is moving around in 

the water fun and healthy, but playful and safe activity in the water 

also takes away fear� Little “Dolly“ and her friend “Speedster“ 

accompany children throughout the book, offering tips and 

encouraging them to practice�

152 p�, 194 photos, 38 illus�, paperback, 5 3/4" x 8 1/4" 

ISBN: 9781841261447

$ 14�95 US/£ 8�95 UK/¤ 14�90 EUR

Kibele/Fischer (Eds�) 
CONTEMPORARY SWIM START RESEARCH
Conference Book: Young Experts' Workshop  
on Swim Start Research 2015

This book includes reports and studies on swim starts� Various topics relate 

to individual starts from the block, backstroke starts, and relay starts, 

highlighting different aspects of movement behavior� 

200 p�, b/w, 50 photos + illus�, paperback, 5�8” x 8�3”

ISBN: 9781782551164

$ 34�95 US/£ 28�95 UK/¤ 32�95 EUR

David Wright  
SHAPING SUCCESSFUL JUNIOR SWIMMERS
Build a Foundation� Streamline Your Training� Create Winners�

Early and unrewarded dropout from swimming is a serious problem� This 

book explains how to avoid early dropout and build a successful elite 

swimming career� It builds on 30 years of the author’s experience as an 

internationally renowned coach� 

150 p�, b/w, 100 photos + illus�, paperback, 8 1/2” x 11”

ISBN: 9781782551409

$ 24�95 US/£ 18�95 UK/¤ 24�95 EUR

Blythe Lucero
100 MORE SWIMMING DRILLS

Following the successful book “100 Best Swimming Drills,” swimming 

coach Blythe Lucero has compiled another collection of the most 

effective swimming drills in “100 More Swimming Drills”� The purpose 

of each drill is clearly defined so a swimmer can focus on a specific 

goal while practicing�

288 p�, in color, 138 photos, 226 illus�, paperback, 6 1/2" x 9 1/4"

ISBN: 9781782550013

$ 18�95 US/£ 14�95 UK/¤ 18�95 EUR

Blythe Lucero
100 BEST SWIMMING DRILLS

Drill practice is a swimmer’s primary tool in developing better stroke 

technique, allowing them to concentrate on one aspect of a stroke at 

one time� By providing specific practice and immediate feedback, 

drills teach a swimmer to maximize efficiency while minimizing effort�

3rd edition

280 p�, in color, 129 photos, 211 illus�, paperback, 6 1/2" x 9 1/4"

ISBN: 9781841263373

$ 19�95 US/£ 14�95 UK/¤ 19�95 EUR

Blythe Lucero
STRENGTH TRAINING FOR FASTER SWIMMING

In order to enhance your performance, swimming alone is not enough� 

An effective strength training is crucial if you want to improve your 

swimming times� This book shows you what types of strength training 

benefit swimming and how to develop a winning routine� It includes 

swim-specific strength training and lots of sample workouts�

168 p�, in color, 113 photos, 104 illus�, paperback, 6 1/2" x 9 1/4"

ISBN: 9781841263397

$ 16�95 US/£ 12�95 UK/¤ 16�95 EUR

Blythe Lucero
TECHNIQUE SWIM WORKOUTS

With 100 workouts focused on improving general swimming efficiency and 

specific workouts for each of the competitive swimming, this book blends 

swimming drills and conditioning sets that total up to 2,000 yards/meters� 

160 p�, in color, 106 photos, 30 illus� 

paperback, 6 1/2" x 9 1/4" 

ISBN: 9781841262680

$ 16�95 US/£ 12�95 UK/¤ 16�95 EUR

Blythe Lucero
CHALLENGE WORKOUTS FOR ADVANCED SWIMMERS

100 advanced level workouts focus on speed and yardage, with 

specific workouts for freestyle, individual medley, sprint, and 

distance swimming� Pace work, descending and building sets, and 

goal swims total up to 6,000 yards/meters� Each workout contains a 

“Personal Challenge�”

160 p�, in color, 114 photos, 14 illus�, paperback, 6 1/2" x 9 1/4" 

ISBN: 9781841262932

$ 16�95 US/£ 12�95 UK/¤ 16�95 EUR

Blythe Lucero
SHAPE UP! – 100 CONDITIONING SWIM WORKOUTS

100 swim workouts generate full-body fitness through a conditioning 

routine focused on building endurance, versatility, and applicable 

power� The use of interval training, benchmark swims, and speed play 

build conditioning and improve fitness through sets totaling up to 

3,500 yards/meters�

160 p�, in color, 107  photos, 11 illus�, paperback, 6 1/2" x 9 1/4"

ISBN: 9781841262697

$ 16�95 US/£ 12�95 UK/¤ 16�95 EUR

W
INTER SPORTS

Müller/Kröll/Lindinger/Pfusterschmied/
Spörri/Stöggl (Eds�)
SCIENCE AND SKIING VII

This book contains keynotes and oral presentations of the Seventh 

International Congress on Science and Skiing, held in Austria in December 

2016� It offers a broad interdisciplinary spectrum of current research in 

Alpine and Nordic skiing and in snowboarding� 

416 p�, b/w, 10 photos, 140 illus�, 30 charts, paperback, 5 3/4” x 8 1/4”

ISBN: 9781782551249

$ 59�95 US/£ 48�95 UK/¤ 56�95 EUR

NEW
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Claude Scheuer (Ed�) 
SCHOLA LUDENS EUROPAEUS
Papers Offered to Roland Naul

This comprehensive collection of essays presents more than forty 

years of research by Roland Naul in physical education, youth sports, 

and sport policy in Europe� This book celebrates his 70th birthday�

300 p�, in color, 100 photos + illus�, paperback, 5�8” x 8�3”

ISBN: 9781782551362

$ 36�00 US/£ 27�50 UK/¤ 36�00 EUR
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THE BEST OF JEFF GALLOWAY

ISBN: 9781782551232

$ 12�95 US/£ 10�95 UK/¤ 11�95 EUR

ISBN: 9781782551102

$ 16�95 US/£ 12�95 UK/¤ 15�95 EUR

ISBN: 9781782550969

$ 19�95 US/£ 13�95 UK/¤ 18�95 EUR

ISBN: 9781782550839

$ 19�95 US/£ 12�95 UK/¤ 18�95 EUR

37



THE BEST IN SOCCER

ISBN: 9781782551201

$ 32�00 US/£ 26�00 UK/¤ 30�00 EUR

ISBN: 9781782550815

$ 22�95 US/£ 14�95 UK/¤ 21�95 EUR

ISBN: 9781782551041

$ 32�00 US/£ 24�00 UK/¤ 29�00 EUR

ISBN: 9781782551195

$ 16�95 US/£ 13�95 UK/¤ 15�95 EUR

38



THE BEST IN FITNESS

ISBN: 9781782551171

$ 16�95 US/£ 13�95 UK/¤ 15�95 EUR

ISBN: 9781782551263

$ 27�95 US/£ 21�95 UK/¤ 27�95 EUR

ISBN: 9781782551218

$ 22�95 US/£ 18�95 UK/¤ 21�95 EUR

ISBN: 9781782550457

$ 24�95 US/£ 19�95 UK/¤ 24�95 EUR
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ISBN: 9781782551027

$ 14�95 US/£ 12�95 UK/¤ 13�95 EUR

ISBN: 9781782551133

$ 14�95 US/£ 11�95 UK/¤ 13�95 EUR

ISBN: 9781782551010

$ 29�95 US/£ 22�95 UK/F 27�95 EUR



BEST OF  
MEYER & MEYER SPORT

41

ISBN: 9781782551348

$ 24�95 US/£ 19�95 UK/F 24�95 EUR
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ISBN: 9781782551096

$ 35�00 US/£ 26�95 UK/¤ 30�95 EUR

ISBN: 9781782551393

$ 14�95 US/£ 11�95 UK/¤ 14�95 EUR

ISBN: 9781782551188

$ 14�95 US/£ 14�95 UK/¤ 13�95 EUR

ISBN: 9781782550754

$ 14�95 US/£ 12�95 UK/¤ 13�95 EUR

THE BEST IN RUNNING
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Visit our website www�m-m-sports�com to get the latest news about our books, 
authors and what is happening in the world of sports�

 ∆ Find all our catalogs online  
 at www�mmurl�de/catalogs� 

 ∆ If you have any questions or suggestions,  
 you can find the contact person at the back of this catalog  
 or at www�mmurl�de/contacts�

We look forward to hearing from you!

MEYER & MEYER ONLINE
WANT TO FIND OUT MORE ABOUT OUR BOOKS?

Fall 2018 Spring 2018 Sports Science 2016/17
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